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The Five-Fold Path of Productive Meetings

LEARNING TO LOVE MEETINGS

M

eetings are the heart of any organization. We get together in meetings for
many reasons: to discuss issues, make decisions, set priorities and respond
to crises. In meetings, we learn who our colleagues are and decide whom we can
trust. We may laugh, cry, rage, love and comfort one another as well as dealing
with the business at hand. With all our ability to converse over the Internet, to
text, Skype and send Facebook messages galore, organizations still need face to
face meetings to function well.
Most people hate meetings. The same person who looks forward to a social
gathering, regales a party with a witty story and shines at dinner conversation
clams up at a meeting. Meetings, we think, are work, painful, dull, perhaps necessary but boring, to be avoided whenever possible.
I like meetings. Perhaps because I was introduced to them while I was still in
high school back in the 1960s. We were organizing student protests against the
Vietnam War, and meetings were exciting, laced with whiffs of illegal drugs and
hopes of illicit sex. Or maybe because, as a writer, I find a meeting a welcome
social break from the loneliness of staring at the blank page. After more than four
decades and thousands of meetings, I still find them fascinating. Meetings are
where challenges are met and interpersonal dynamics play themselves out. What
could be more enthralling?
Productive meetings allow an organization to move forward, keep members
engaged and give them a sense of empowerment and efficacy. Meetings can be
1
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cauldrons of group creativity or occasions of intimate sharing. And, of course,
they can also be long-winded, fruitless, pointless arenas of frustration. The difference is often what makes or breaks a group.
There are five aspects of structure and interpersonal dynamics we must pay
special attention to if we want our meetings to be truly productive. I call this the
Five-Fold Path of Productive Meetings.
t Right People
t Right Container
t Right Process
t Right Facilitation
t Right Agenda

RIGHT PEOPLE
By right people, I do not mean the blue-blood relatives of Princes William and
Harry or the latest celebrities from the Tonight Show. I mean paying attention to
who needs to be part of the discussion at hand, who needs to weigh in on the
decisions being made and who needs to be informed of them.
Communication is far more complex in collaborative groups and networks
than in hierarchies. In a hierarchy, people generally know to whom they report
and who reports to them. A hierarchy could be diagrammed as a tree, with clear
branches. But a collaborative group is more like a network or web. Many crisscrossing lines of communication exist, as well as many possible ways for a message
to reach its recipient. In a collaborative group, we may easily get confused by this
wealth of possibilities. We may forget who was at a particular meeting, and who
was not. Many people may agree to a project, but no one may actually carry it out
because each person thinks someone else is doing it. Messages may get tangled in
a snarl of potential pathways.
To function well, collaborative groups must pay rigorous attention to communication. Meetings are a key place where communication happens, so the first
questions we must ask concern who needs to be in the room when decisions are
made.
One democratic principle is that people should have a voice in the decisions
that affect them. Yet most peoples’ lives are busy and often stressed, and asking
people to come to meetings is asking for a true gift of their limited resources.
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Overwhelming people with meetings is not empowering. So, while we might
ideally want input from everyone possible on every possible issue, we need to
prioritize.
If RootBound ecovillage decides to change the timing of its group dinners
from 6:30 to 6:00 PM, that’s a fairly minor decision. It could be made in a general meeting of all members, or perhaps decided by a simple online poll. But if
RootBound wants to revise its founding documents and shift its core principles,
that’s something that everyone needs to weigh in on, and over time, not in a single
or hastily-called meeting.
Getting input from everyone affected by an issue may not always be possible.
If Reclaiming’s ritual planning committee decides to change the location of our
annual Spiral Dance ritual, everyone who comes or may come will be affected,
but there is no practical way to get them all in the room together.
Work hard to get key people into the room and in the meeting! It is far better to argue out any conflicts face to face than to let them fester and resurface
later, perhaps for years to come. If you want your group to appeal across the lines
of race, gender, age, ability, sexual orientation or any other aspect of diversity,
include people from those groups from the beginning. Make sure we help to set
the frame, the focus and the priorities of any project — don’t just invite us in at
the end as tokens to set a seal of approval on a done deal.
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Key Questions About Who Should Be At a Meeting
t 8IPTFJOQVUXPVMEXFMJLFUPIBWF 

t 8IPIBTWJUBMJOGPSNBUJPOUPQSFTFOU 

t 8IPTFJEFBTNJHIUCFOFöUUIJTQSPKFDU

t 8IPIBTUIFBCJMJUZUPNBLFPSCSFBLUIJT

t 8IPNJHIUIBWFJOTJHIUTPSQFSTQFDUJWFTUIBU
BSFJNQPSUBOUPSFOSJDIJOH 
t "TJEFGSPNUIFNFFUJOH IPXFMTFNJHIUXF
JOWJUFUIJTJOQVU "DPNNVOJUZSPVOEUBCMF 
BOPOMJOFQPMM JOGPSNBMEJTDVTTJPOT JOUFSWJFXT POFPOPOFEJTDVTTJPOT 
t 8IPTFJOQVUmustXFIBWF 
t 8IPJTUIFQSPKFDUTTUSPOHBEWPDBUF 

QSPKFDU 
t 8IPJTNPTUBòFDUFECZJU
t 8IPIBTUIFNPTUUPMPTF PSUPHBJO 
t 8IPTFPQQPTJUJPOXJMMLFFQJUGSPNHPJOH
GPSXBSEJGUIFZGFFMEJTSFTQFDUFE
t 8IPXJMMDBSSZPVUUIFEFDJTJPOT
t 8JMMUIFNFFUJOHSFQSFTFOUUIFEJWFSTJUZXF
BJNGPS
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Encouraging People To Come
4FUUJOHNFFUJOHTBOEJOWJUJOHQFPQMFJTBMMWFSZ

WJUBMBOEWBMVFEBOEUIBUZPVQFSTPOBMMZ

XFMM CVUIPXEPXFBDUVBMMZHFUTUSFTTFE CVTZ

DBSFBCPVUUIFNCFJOHUIFSF

QFPQMFJOUPUIFSPPN #FMPXBSFTPNFUJQT
 (JWFHFOFSPVTOPUJDFPGUIFUJNF QMBDFBOE
MPHJTUJDTPGUIFNFFUJOH
 -FUQFPQMFLOPXXIBUXJMMCFEJTDVTTFEBOE

 0òFS IFMQ BOE TVQQPSU XJUI USBOTQPSUBUJPO
 JOGPSNBUJPO PO QVCMJD USBOTQPSUBUJPO 
IFMQöOEJOHSJEFTUPTIBSF QJDLVQTBUIPNF
GPSUIPTFXJUIEJTBCJMJUJFTPSQIZTJDBMMJNJUB-

XIBUTBUTUBLFGPSUIFN

UJPOT1SPWJEFDIJMEDBSFBOEPUIFSGPSNTPG

#FDMFBSBCPVUXIBUOFHBUJWFPVUDPNFT

QSBDUJDBMTVQQPSU

NJHIUUSBOTQJSFXJUIPVUUIFNBOEXIBU
QPTJUJWF CFOFöUT UIFJS QSFTFODF NJHIU
CSJOH  CVU CF TVSF ZPVS JOWJUBUJPO
SFNBJOTBSFRVFTU OPUBEFNBOE
 $BMMPSUBMLUPQFPQMFQFSTPOBMMZJGZPVSFBMMZ
XBOUUIFJSBUUFOEBODF EPOUKVTUTFOEPVUB

 4FOEPVUBSFNJOEFSOPUJDFDMPTFUPUIFNFFUJOHBOEQPTTJCMZBöOBMSFNJOEFSPOUIFEBZ
 8FMDPNFQFPQMFQFSTPOBMMZ UIBOLUIFNGPS
DPNJOHBOEDSFBUFPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSUIFNUP
OFUXPSL  NBLF BOOPVODFNFOUT BOE TIBSF
UIFJSPXOQSPKFDUT

HFOFSJDFNBJM
-FUUIFNLOPXXIZUIFJSQBSUJDJQBUJPOJT
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Ongoing Communication
"T DPNNVOJDBUJPO JT DPNQMFY JO DPMMBCPSBUJWF
HSPVQT JOGPSNBUJPODBOFBTJMZCFESPQQFEBOE
LFZNFTTBHFTGBMMUISPVHIUIFDSBDLT8IFOQFPQMF BSF OPU JOGPSNFE PG NFFUJOHT PS EFDJTJPOT 
UIFZ GFFM EJTSFTQFDUFE BOE EJTFNQPXFSFE 5P
HVBSE BHBJOTU DPNNVOJDBUJPO TOBSMT  EFWFMPQ
UIJTQSBDUJDF

t 8IPOFFETUPCFJOGPSNFEPGUIFTFEFDJTJPOT
BOEEJTDVTTJPOT 
t 8IPJTBòFDUFECZUIFEFDJTJPO
t 8IPTUBOETUPHBJOPSMPTF
t 8IPTFQBSUJDJQBUJPOBSFXFIPQJOHGPS 
t 8IPNJTTFEUIFNFFUJOH
t 8IBUBMMJFEHSPVQTPSDPNNVOJUJFTNJHIU

"UUIFFOEPGFWFSZNFFUJOHBTL

OFFEUPLOPXUIJTJOGPSNBUJPO
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A Template for Minutes

CZXIFO 
t 8IPXJMMTFOEPVUUIFNJOVUFT JOXIBUGPSN 
CZXIBUEBUF 
t 8IPXJMMDBMMUIFBCTFOUNFNCFSTBOEöMM
UIFNJOPOXIBUIBQQFOFE

t )PXXJMMXFLOPXXIFOUIBUJTEPOF
(FUUJOH TPNFPOF UP DPNNJU UP DPNNVOJDBUFUIFJOGPSNBUJPOJTUIFLFZUPNBLJOHTVSFJU
IBQQFOT*OBDJSDVMBSTUSVDUVSF JUTFBTZGPSFBDI
QFSTPO UP BTTVNF UIBU TPNFPOF FMTF JT UBLJOH
DBSFPGUIFOFFE TPHFUBDMFBSDPNNJUNFOU

4FOEJOH PVU UIF NJOVUFT JT POF UIJOH  HFUUJOH

Key Decisions:

QFPQMF UP BDUVBMMZ SFBE UIFN JT BOPUIFS8IFO

8IBUXBTEFDJEFE XIPXJMMJNQMFNFOUJUPSCF

NJOVUFTBSFMPOHBOEEFUBJMFE LFZJOGPSNBUJPO

SFTQPOTJCMFGPSJU CZXIFO

NBZ HFU CVSJFE PS MPTU #FMPX JT B TJNQMF UFN-

Body of the Meeting:

QMBUFGPSNJOVUFTUIBUQVUTWJUBMJOGPSNBUJPOVQ
GSPOU

8IBUFWFSJTSFMFWBOUUPøFTIPVUUIFEFDJTJPOT 
IPXFWFSNVDIOFFETUPCFDPOWFZFEPGUIFEJT-

/BNFPG(SPVQ

DVTTJPOBOEJOUFSBDUJPOTBOEDIBJOTPGSFBTPOJOH

%BUFBOE5JNFPG.FFUJOH

CFIJOEUIFEFDJTJPOT0CKFDUJPOTPSTUBOEBTJEFT

-JTUPG5IPTF1SFTFOU

DBOCFSFDPSEFEIFSF

/FYU.FFUJOH%BUF 5JNFBOE1MBDF

Announcements:

Action Items:
5IJOHTQFPQMFXIPNJHIUSFBEUIFNJOVUFTBSF

3FDBQBWFSZTIPSUTVNNBSZPGXIBUXBTEJTDVTTFEBOEXIBUEFDJTJPOTXFSFNBEF

DBMMFEVQPOUPEP GPSFYBNQMF i(PUPUIFPOMJOF

'PMMPXJOH UIFTF TJNQMF HVJEFMJOFT DBO

QPMM -*/, BOEöMMJOUIFJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUZPVS

FMJNJOBUFUIFTPVSDFPGBMPUPGIVSUGFFMJOHTBOE

BWBJMBCJMJUZCZ4FQUFNCFSTPXFDBOTDIFEVMF

DPOøJDU  BOE TUSFOHUIFO UIF HSPVQT TFOTF PG

UIFSFUSFBUw

JOWPMWFNFOUBOEDPNNJUNFOU

RIGHT CONTAINER
By container, I mean the setting, frame, length and stated purpose of the meeting. Master trainer George Lakey offers his definition: “I call the kind of social
order that supports safety, a ‘container.’ The metaphor of container suggests that it
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might be thin or thick, weak or robust. A strong container has walls thick enough
to hold a group doing even turbulent work, with individuals willing to be vulnerable in order to learn.”1
The setting is the physical aspect of the container. Any meeting benefits from
a setting that is private, quiet and comfortable. That’s not always possible — I’ve
been in many meetings in the streets, in noisy warehouses, even in jail. But when
conditions allow, protecting the group from outside noise and providing what
people need for their physical comfort will allow them to focus on the issues at
hand.
A meeting will have a different feel in an office board room than in a comfortable living room. A council might take place outdoors under a tree. Some
meetings benefit from a formal setting: for making a business deal, for signing a
contract or for tense negotiations, an office or conference room may be far more
appropriate than a coffee house or living room. In other cases, a relaxed setting
may encourage people to let down their guard and relate more openly. Mediations
and conflict resolution require neutral ground — a setting that is not deeply identified with either party.
A public meeting should be accessible for people with disabilities — and
that includes the bathrooms! Older people, and even young people with back
problems, need chairs. As I get older and more and more hearing-impaired, I’ve
become more sensitive to noise levels in meetings. Hard, concrete, echoey spaces
make participation very difficult for people with even slight hearing impediments.
When a choice exists, pay attention to the acoustic properties of the room. Rugs,
hangings and soft surfaces can help absorb those extraneous reverberations that
interfere with hearing. At important public meetings, or in groups that include
members of the deaf community, provide an interpreter who can translate the
meeting into sign language, and make sure that adequate lighting and seating is
available.
Providing child care, or a child care subsidy, may make it possible for parents,
especially single parents, to attend. Child care providers must be people who are
known and trusted. Most parents will not feel comfortable leaving their children
with random volunteers. And a child care space must be safe for children and
secure from outsiders.
To prepare for a meeting, make sure all the needed aids are in place: markers
for the whiteboard or an easel for the flipchart, pens, pencils, any visual aids. Such
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preparations signal that the group is serious and organized. For some gatherings,
an altar or even a simple vase of flowers signals an intent to address deeper levels
of emotion and spirit, not just business. Offering food, snacks, tea and coffee or
holding a potluck signals that we care about people personally and want to connect socially as well as around the work at hand.
Adam Wolpert is an artist who lives and works in a thriving intentional community in northern California, Occidental Arts and Ecology Center. When he
teaches workshops on consensus and meeting process, he draws a series of shapes,
from tiny circles to big, amorphous blobs, on one side of the board. On the other
side, he makes dots, squares and big squiggles. He then goes on to explain the
importance of fitting the issue to the right container.
Some issues are small and discreet: how do we reduce our phone charges, or
who is entitled to use the copy machine in the office? Small issues require a small,
limited container — for example, a two-hour, once a week business meeting. Put
them into a big, open-ended container, such as a weekend retreat, and they will
Containers

Issues

Issue Fits Container

Bad Fit

The container
should fit the
purpose of the
meeting!
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bounce around and fill up all the available space. People will discover powerful
ethical concerns about who gets to use the copy machine, and deep and painful
emotions will erupt over the phone bill.
Other issues are big, amorphous, squiggly — for example, how do we resolve
some of the hurt feelings and personal conflicts that have built up over time? Put
them into a two-hour business meeting, and the container will explode, perhaps
taking the group with it.2
At OAEC, they have different types of meetings for different issues: small,
frequent, regular meetings to handle routine business; longer monthly meetings
for bigger issues; once a year retreats for deep emotional work and questions of
core values. Management consultant Patrick Lencioni suggests that businesses
need different kinds of meetings for different purposes. He proposes a structure
of four kinds of meetings: A daily check-in, “a ‘huddle’ … (where) team members
get together, standing up, for about five minutes every morning to report on their
activities that day,” is the shortest. He also suggests a weekly tactical meeting lasting 45 to 90 minutes, a monthly strategic meeting lasting three to four hours to
look at larger issues and a quarterly offsite review lasting a day or more.3
Collaborative groups might consider what kind of meetings address both their
ongoing work and make space to nurture relationships.

RIGHT PROCESS
Some time ago, I gave a workshop for a Transition Town group in Southern
England. One of the participants complained that his group came up with hundreds of creative ideas but never seemed to move beyond visioning to taking action.
“What process do you use for making decisions?” I asked.
He looked at me blankly. “We use Open Space,” he said.
“That might explain your problem,” I suggested. “Open Space is a visioning
process — great for generating ideas and participation. But it’s not a process for
making decisions or setting priorities.”
When a carpenter builds a house, she uses a saw to cut wood and a hammer to
pound nails. If she tried to cut her boards with a hammer and fasten them with
a saw, she wouldn’t get far. Different tools do different jobs. Yet often in groups,
we only have one tool, one process we expect to do all the different jobs a group
needs. Our work will be far more effective if we learn that there are many types of
meeting processes which are suited for different purposes.
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The list of processes below is by no means comprehensive, but gives an overview, some resources and ideas for several different functions.

Fostering Group Creativity and Participation
Some processes work well to foster group thinking, visioning and the sharing of
ideas. They are not decision-making processes, but they might be used as a prelude to a vote or consensus process to get out all possible ideas and facets of an
issue.
Open Space Technology
Open Space Technology is often used in conferences, community visioning meetings, permaculture convergences, Transition Town meetings or design charettes.
A big sheet of paper is put up on the wall, divided according to the available times
for meeting and spaces available. People are encouraged to put up the topics they
would like to meet around or present, choosing a particular time and place. They
each make a short announcement, describing their session. Participants are free
to go where they wish. Each session has a notetaker, who types notes onto a computer after the session in over, allowing the group to easily and quickly produce a
report that can be circulated to participants, and beyond.

There are four rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Whoever is there is the right group.
When it starts is when it starts.
Whatever happens is all that could have happened.
When it’s over, it’s over.

There’s also the Law of Two Feet — “If you find yourself in a situation where
you aren’t contributing or learning, move somewhere where you can.”
Open Space encourages participation, individual empowerment and spontaneity. It’s easy, requires no great skill to facilitate and encourages everyone to take
part. It’s a good opening or connecting process but not a process that helps a
group set goals, priorities or come to decisions.4
The World Cafe or Conversation Cafe

A World Cafe is a way to have larger conversations in small groups that can then
harvest their information and share it together.5
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A large room is set up with many tables. A big sheet of paper and many colored pens are placed on each table. A Convener sits at each table, and she or he
remains at that table throughout the Cafe.
Facilitators decide on discussion questions beforehand. Choosing the questions
is an important part of the process, as they will frame the discussions. Questions
must be open-ended enough to encourage creativity and broad thinking but narrow enough to focus the group. Generally, three related questions are chosen and
written on big sheets of paper (or put up on a slide show). At the beginning, only
one question is displayed.
Participants choose tables, seating from four to eight people. The Facilitator
explains the rules and poses the first question. The group is given time to discuss
the question — generally 30 to 45 minutes. They are also encouraged to draw,
write or doodle. The Conveners take notes. At the end of the allotted time, the
Facilitator rings a bell. Everyone except for the Conveners change tables. A new
question is revealed, and participants can discuss it for the allotted time. The
Conveners may also summarize the discussion from the previous table.
When the time is up, again the Facilitator rings a bell. Participants, except for
the Conveners change places, and the third question is revealed for discussion.
After the third or final round, the group gathers together to hear brief reports
from each table.
World Cafes are great ways to have deep conversations in small groups while
sharing the overall wisdom of a larger group. They encourage participation and
empowerment. Like Open Space, they are not decision-making processes, but can
be used in the lead-in to decision-making to help develop a sense of the group’s
thinking on a question, help refine proposals and synthesize ideas.

Speaking from the Heart
Some processes are designed to open up deep feelings and emotions, to allow
people to share with a greater level of intimacy.
Talking Stick

A group designates a sacred stick or other object as the talking tool. They sit in a
circle, and the Talking Stick is placed in the center. They may begin with a meditation or a time of silence, prayer or song. When someone feels moved to speak,
they take the stick and are given the floor. When they are done, they put the stick
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back in the center. The next person who wishes to speak takes the stick, is given
the floor, and the meeting continues in this way until everyone who wishes to
speak has spoken or until the meeting must end.
The Talking Stick originated in Native American cultures that see time as
open-ended and value human connection over brisk efficiency. When time is not
at issue, the talking stick can work for decision-making. However, when a group
is functioning under the pressures of Western society and time constraints, the
Talking Stick can feel ponderously slow when a course of action must be set. With
no facilitation, the group can easily wander far off the track of a discussion. And
with no boundaries on how long people can speak, long-winded people can easily
dominate the group.
Talking Stick rounds, however, can be powerful ways to speak about deep
questions, to explore feelings and values and to prepare the ground for making
decisions.
Feminist Consciousness Raising

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the second wave of the feminist movement
was ignited and spread by horizontally organized groups using a process we called
consciousness raising. It originated from Maoist Chinese Speak Bitterness circles, in
which oppressed peasants and workers were encouraged to speak openly of their
experiences under the old regime. Women, we knew, were oppressed, and political and psychological theories were made by men about men. We had nothing to
believe in or trust, except our own experiences. So, by sharing our experiences, we
could build new insights, theories and develop courses of action.
A consciousness-raising group generally met every week. We would have
a topic each week — work, sexuality, our mothers, fear — the topics were as
broad-ranging as life itself. We would sit in a circle, and each woman was given a
protected time in which to talk about her own experiences. If she had nothing to
say, we all sat silent for her ten minutes. Because women were so often silenced,
interrupted and shut down, we did not interrupt, respond or ask questions. When
every woman present had been given a chance to speak, we would have an open
discussion about what was similar or different in our experiences, and what it
meant.
For many women, our consciousness-raising group became a close, supportive
circle of intimate friends. Having a regular circle in which we were heard and
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appreciated was enormously empowering. Out of those groups came the whole
feminist agenda of the 1970s and 1980s. Issues such as rape, sexual abuse, child
sexual abuse, battering, pornography and violence against women had never been
seen as politically important until women started to honestly share our real-life
experiences together.
Consciousness-raising is a powerful process for sharing insights, inspiring
growth and finding support. Many sorts of support groups, even Alcoholics
Anonymous and other 12-step programs, have developed their own variations
of this process of honestly sharing one’s own experiences with a group of peers.
The Way Of Council

The Way of Council was developed at the Ojai Foundation and popularized in
a book by that name written by Jack Zimmerman and Gigi Coyle.6 The Way of
Council has Four Intentions:
Speak from the Heart

Speak honestly, openly and from a feeling place as well as from practical or intellectual perspectives. Speaking may also mean dancing, breathing, drawing or
otherwise communicating.
Listen from the Heart

Listen actively, listen for feelings as well as content, listen with your full presence
and attention, and listen with compassion.
Be Succinct

Say what you wish to say briefly. Be conscious of how much time you are taking
up, and leave time for others to speak.
Be Spontaneous

Don’t preplan your statements or marshal your arguments. Let thoughts and feelings arise in the moment, and respond to what is in the room.7
The Way of Council is taught at the Ojai Foundation and by facilitators trained
in its deeper aspects. The Ojai Foundation also runs programs to teach The Way
of Council in schools. According to their website, “Council offers effective means
of resolving conflicts and for discovering the deeper, often unexpressed needs of
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individuals and organizations. Council provides a comprehensive means for covisioning and making decisions in a group context. Council is about our personal
and collaborative story.”8
Council can open people up to share more intimately. It is a powerful tool for
healing group pain, loss or conflict, for exploring deep issues and core values, for
making the big decisions that need long, thoughtful exploration. While the Ojai
Foundation does use council for decision-making, many organizations would
find it slow, especially for day-to-day, operational decisions.

Decision-Making Processes
Sharing heartfelt feelings and inspiring ideas are important aspects of group connection. But what happens when we need to get things done? To move from vision
to action, we need decision. And there are three basic ways groups make decisions:
By Decree

This is absolutely the best way to run a group — providing I am the one issuing
the decrees. Perhaps not everyone would consent to my absolute rule, but they
would be wrong.
Seriously, in some situations, especially emergencies, it can be helpful and
appropriate for someone to occasionally take charge and tell people what to do.
A teacher must set standards and give out homework. A doctor must prescribe
medication and treatment.
But in collaborative groups, we generally try to avoid this form of decisionmaking except for limited areas of personal responsibility and limited times of
emergency.
By Majority Rule

When we vote, majority rules. We find out who says yea or nay, count hands, and
winners take all.
Voting is key to what most people think of as democracy, and it has some
clear advantages over autocracy and subjugation. Voting can be efficient: quick,
clear and transparent. In large groups who do not have a common set of values,
or when people are unfamiliar with other options and untrained in them, it may
be the simplest and best way to make decisions. Even in groups that generally use
consensus, voting may be appropriate for making minor decisions.
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In voting, we are generally choosing between two or several alternatives. Voting
can be polarizing — we’re asked to say either yes or no, or sometimes to abstain,
but we don’t often get the chance to refine or synthesize the options. Voting works
well when the options are limited or the decision is limited in scope: for example:
choosing between two different restaurants for lunch, or deciding whether to start
the meeting at 7 PM or 7:30.
Voting can also be combined with forms of consensus. We might use consensus for decisions involving our goals and values, and use voting to decide the next
meeting date. Modified consensus uses a supermajority vote as a fallback.
Because so many people are familiar with voting and because there are already
so many resources available, I’m not going to discuss it in detail here. Groups
that do use voting would do well, however, to review and train their members
in Roberts’ Rules of Order, or create their own ground rules for procedure.
Sociocracy trainer Sharon Villines wrote about her early experience in political
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Simple Voting Procedure
5IJT JT POF GPSN PG TJNQMF QSPDFEVSF *WF TFFO
XPSLXFMM
t "OPQFOEJTDVTTJPOJTIFMEBSPVOEBOJTTVF
5IF$IBJSNBZEJSFDUUIFEJTDVTTJPOVTJOH
BQQSPQSJBUFUPPMTGSPNUIF'BDJMJUBUPST
5PPMCPY
t 4PNFPOFNBLFTBQSPQPTBM4PNFPOF
FMTFNVTUTFDPOEUIFQSPQPTBMGPSJUUPCF
DPOTJEFSFE
t 5IF$IBJSDBMMTPOQFPQMFXIPXJTIUPTQFBL
JOGBWPSPGUIFQSPQPTBMGPSBMJNJUFEQFSJPE
PGUJNF
t 5IF$IBJSUIFODBMMTPOQFPQMFXIPXJTI
UPTQFBLBHBJOTUUIFQSPQPTBMGPSUIFTBNF
BNPVOUPGUJNF

t 5IF$IBJSUIFODBMMTGPSSFCVUUBMTBOEEFCBUF
GPSBQFSJPEPGUJNFPSTIFNBZBHBJODBMM
POUIPTFJOGBWPS BOEUIPTFBHBJOTU%VSJOH
UIJTUJNF BNFOENFOUTDBOCFQSPQPTFEBOE
UIFNBLFSPGUIFQSPQPTBMDBOFJUIFSBDDFQU
UIFNBTGSJFOEMZPSSFKFDUUIFN
t 4PNFPOFNPWFTUPDBMMUIFRVFTUJPO BOE
TPNFPOFFMTFNVTUTFDPOEUIFNPUJPO
t 5IF$IBJSDBMMTGPSUIFWPUFFJUIFSBWPJDF
WPUF BDPVOUPGIBOETPSBQBQFSCBMMPU
t 5IFWPUFTBSFUBMMJFE BOEUIFNBKPSJUZXJOT
t 5IFEFDJTJPOJTTUBUFE SFDPSEFE BOEDPOTJEFSBUJPOPGIPXUPJNQMFNFOUJUCFHJOT
t 5IFHSPVQOPUFTXIPFMTFNVTUCFJOGPSNFE
PGUIJTEFDJTJPO BOEXIPXJMMDPNNVOJDBUFJU
UPUIFN IPXBOECZXIFO
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groups, “I learned parliamentary procedure in 1971, when Bella Abzug, Gloria
Steinem, and Betty Friedan held workshops during the founding of the National
Women’s Political Caucus. I remember a key session when Bella Abzug insisted
that until women understood Robert’s Rules of Order they could not progress
in politics. You have to know the rules and when to use them.”9 Knowledge of
procedure confers power, and lack of knowledge can leave people frustrated and
unheard.
Classic parliamentary procedure may be far too restrictive and rigid for many
collaborative groups, however. A group might use any of the processes described
here and in the Facilitator’s Toolbox for discussion, employ some of the prioritysetting processes and culminate with a simple vote. Alternatively, you might use
many of the procedures detailed below under Consensus Process but end with a
simple vote.
Consensus Process

Consensus in some form is the decision-making process most often used by collaborative groups, and it is the one with which I have the most personal experience.
Over four decades of activism, I’ve probably facilitated thousands of meetings,
from small, intimate circles planning a ritual to huge groups under extreme tension in the midst of an action.
My first experience of a group that was collaboratively organized and that
worked by consensus was at the blockade of a nuclear power plant at Diablo
Canyon in Central California in 1981. Actually, that wasn’t my first experience
of consensus — I had been working in circles and collectives of various sorts for
many years. But it was my first experience of a group that was trained in how to
use consensus and skilled at doing so, and it was on a much bigger scale, with
thousands of people taking part in the blockade over a period of three weeks.
While our meetings certainly had their moments of frustration, overall it was a
life-changing event that left an indelible mark on the political culture of the environmental and peace movements for decades to come.
Fifteen years later, I bought some land in the Cazadero Hills in western Sonoma
County. Many of my neighbors seemed strangely familiar, as if I’d known them
in some previous life — as indeed I had, for they’d taken part in the blockade
and in many later mobilizations. When we formed a group to help protect our
local wildlands, we discussed how we wanted to make decisions. Over and over,
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I heard people say, “We learned consensus at Diablo Canyon, and it’s worked for
us ever since.”
A Culture of Respect

Consensus works best in a group that cultivates respect, where people care not only
what gets done but how we treat one another in the process. Consensus asks us to
put aside our egos, our need to win and to be right and open our ears to listen, to
appreciate the contributions of others and to co-create solutions to our problems.
When groups hold these values, using consensus can reenforce them and reward
people for flexibility, for their willingness to listen and for their creative responses.
When groups don’t hold values of respect and don’t care about the process as
well as the results, consensus may still work but only if the group has very skilled
and stubborn facilitators.
Training for Consensus

Consensus is a bit like the proverbial little girl with the little curl right in the
middle of her forehead — when it’s good, it’s really, really good and when it’s bad,
it’s horrid! The discussion here and in the following sections on facilitation and
agendas will help to make it good. But groups that intend to run by consensus
do well to invest some time and effort in training their members. Most of us are
familiar with voting, but consensus is not common in the larger society and there
are many misconceptions about it. Groups that find consensus unworkable often
have not taken the time to train their members or even familiarize them with the
rules and conventions. As a result, people may mistake a block for a disagreement or get frustrated when they cannot reach unanimity. Many of the things
that people dislike about consensus are actually rooted in unfamiliarity with the
process or mistaken ideas of how it works.
Misunderstandings about Consensus

People often think that consensus process means that we all agree. It does not.
Within consensus there is room for people to disagree, to object or to stand aside,
refusing to participate in implementing a decision.
Consensus does not necessarily mean unanimity. Consensus does mean that
we’ve gone through a process in which everyone’s ideas and concerns can be heard,
and done our best to meet them. We ask, “Can you live with it?” not “Do you
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love it?” We ask “Can you consent?” not “Is this the most perfect expression of
your own ideas?” Consensus does mean that the group has done its best to hear
all ideas and concerns and synthesize the best possible proposal.
When to Use Consensus

Consensus is also not a group structure or a form of governance. Some groups
seem to think that once they’ve said “We work by consensus,” every person must
always be part of every single decision. But consensus works best when many
decisions are delegated and people have a high degree of autonomy and responsibility. If we all have to be part of every single decision on every issue, none of us
would have time for a life, nor any time to actually get the work done. No one
would have freedom to exercise independent judgment or creativity.
Consensus is costly — in group time and energy, although not generally in
money unless the group is paying a facilitator. For that reason, a group should
be sure to use it judiciously: for issues that are important and that relate to core
values, that need wide group support or participation or that have lasting effects.
Smaller decisions with a limited scope should be delegated to groups or individuals directly concerned with them. Simple decisions like “How long will the lunch
break be?” can be decided by straw poll or vote.
Levels of Commitment

Roger Schwarz, in The Skilled Facilitator, discusses different forms of decisionmaking. In Consultative decision-making, a leader consults with others but
ultimately make the decision. In Democratic decision-making, the group discusses
the decision, then votes and majority rules. In Consensus decision-making, everyone
discusses the issue and revises the proposal until they reach unanimity (note that
here Schwarz accepts one of the common fallacies about consensus). In Delegative
decision-making, the decision is referred to a small group or an individual.10
Schwarz suggests matching the process we use to the degree of internal commitment needed. Consensus is time-consuming, but it generates a high degree of
commitment. Other forms generate less buy-in but may be appropriate for decisions where less is at stake. The levels of commitment he discusses are:
Internal Commitment: We believe in the decision, we feel part of it
and will do whatever it takes to implement it.
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Enrollment: We support the decision and will work within our own
roles to implement it.
Compliance: We accept the decision although we may not believe in it;
we will do what is required of us.
Noncompliance: We don’t support the decision, and we don’t do what
we’re asked to do to implement it.
Resistance: We actively work against the decision.11
The amount of time, energy and consideration devoted to an issue should be
proportional to its importance and its scope. My spiritual network, Reclaiming,
contemplating a change to the wording of our Principles of Unity, has embarked
on what we expect to be a multi-year process of discussion in many forums, culminating in a consensus meeting that people will have long prepared for. But we
delegate to small groups decisions such as whether the Spring Equinox ritual in
San Francisco will be in the park or at the beach, or which bookkeeper to use for
the collective accounts. When setting dates, we often now use online polls to see
which day works best for most people — in effect, a form of voting.

Consensus: A Creative Thinking Process
Consensus encourages us to think creatively about issues and problems. The heart
of consensus is a process of synthesis. An issue is brought up — we hear a diverse
range of ideas, opinions and concerns, and out of them all we try to synthesize
the best possible approach.
Consensus works best in groups that share some common values and that
value respect and caring treatment of one another. However, with strong and
skilled facilitation, consensus can work even in groups that differ widely on their
politics and their approach to process — providing they share some common goal
strong enough to hold them together.
Meta-talking Bogs the Process Down

Consensus can be empowering, exciting and surprisingly efficient — but it can
also bog down and become ponderous and agonizingly frustrating. One of the
key reasons people lose patience with meetings comes from what I call metatalking. Talking is addressing content — wrestling with issues, proposing ideas,
stating concerns or objections. Talking takes time, but people will be engaged
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$POTFOTVT QSPDFTT IBT UISFF OFDFTTBSZ SPMFT
BOEPOFPQUJPOBMPOF
t 5IFfacilitatorPSNPSFPGUFO DPGBDJMJUBUPST
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t 5IFtimekeeperLFFQTUSBDLPGUJNF(SPVQT
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JUFNPOUIFBHFOEB BOEUIFUJNFLFFQFS
XBSOTXIFOUIPTFMJNJUTBSFBQQSPBDIJOHPS
IBWFQBTTFE(SPVQTDBOBHSFFUPDPOUSBDUGPS
NPSFUJNFJGBEJTDVTTJPOXBSSBOUTJUCVU
BXBSFOFTTPGUJNFDBOIFMQLFFQUIFNFFUJOH
NPWJOHGPSXBSEBOEDBOBTTVSFUIBUBMMUIF
DSVDJBMJUFNTPOUIFBHFOEBBSFBEESFTTFE

t 5IF notetakerLFFQTUIFNFFUJOHNJOVUFT 
UBLJOHOPUFTPOLFZQPJOUTPGUIFEJTDVTTJPOT 
BOENPTUJNQPSUBOUMZ POEFDJTJPOTUIBU
BSFSFBDIFE5IFOPUFUBLFSBMTPIPMETUIF
SFTQPOTJCJMJUZUPTFFUIBUUIFSFDPSEPGUIF
NFFUJOHJTTFOUPVUUPFWFSZPOFXIPOFFET
UPLOPX
t 0QUJPOBMSPMF4PNFHSPVQTMJLFUPIBWFB
vibeswatcherXIPQBZTBUUFOUJPOUPUIFQSPDFTTPGUIFNFFUJOH4IFPSIFXBUDIFTCPEZ
MBOHVBHFBOEUSBDLTUIFNPPEBOEFOFSHZPG
UIFHSPVQ5IFZNBZIFMQUIFGBDJMJUBUPSJOUFSSVQUBSHVNFOUTPSNBLFQPTJUJWFTVHHFTUJPOT
GPSBHBNF BCSFBL BNPNFOUPGTJMFODF*G
WJCFTXBUDIFSTPVOETUPPT ZPVNBZ
QSFGFSUPDSFBUFBEJòFSFOUOBNFGPSUIJTSPMF

as long as the discussion moves forward and does not simply repeat arguments
already heard.
Meta-talking is talking about talking. When the group gets embroiled in
discussions about which items to discuss first or second, what processes to use,
whether or not to take a break and for how long, people rapidly become impatient and frustrated, rightfully feeling that their time is not being well used.
I believe that the facilitators best serve the group by setting an agenda ahead
of time, giving thought to the processes and tools they will use for discussion and
asking for the group’s authority to decide minor issues by decree or simple vote,
if necessary. After you’ve suffered through one 45-minute discussion on whether
to take ½ an hour or an hour to break for lunch, your need to participate in such
decisions is fulfilled for a lifetime. Ever after, you will welcome a facilitator who
simply says, “We’re taking a break for an hour.” Voting is also a simple and quick
method for determining simple decisions of procedure.
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If people seem attached to the idea of weighing in on process or bogged down
in a minor discussion, they can often be persuaded to move on simply by reminding the group that talking about talking is a recipe for frustration.
Blocking Consensus

In classic consensus, any one individual can block the group from moving forward — but only for very specific reasons. A block is not a disagreement or an
objection. It’s not a way to express general dislike. A block is only accepted when
it is a moral objection, that is, a block says: “This decision would violate the
shared values upon which this group is founded.” When someone does block a
consensus, they must be able to state their principled objection.
The values must be ones core to the group and to which the group subscribes.
If RootBound ecovillage has not formed around animal rights, the most ardent
vegan member can’t block the farmers from raising chickens. The vegans are free,
however, to register their opinions, concerns, to advocate for their position, to
educate their friends and to say that they personally will not come to dinner if any
meat is served. In classic consensus, a block is something you might do once or
twice in a lifetime. Another way to look at a block is to say, “Is this so serious that
I would have to disassociate myself and leave the group if they go ahead with it?”
The only other reason for blocking would be that the discussion and decisionmaking process have been so unfair or so badly done that the decision is not a true
one. A process block does not kill the issue, but sends it back for more discussion
and a more fair presentation.
Groups may decide to limit blocking. Some groups decide, for example, that
a lone individual cannot block, but only a representative of some subgroup that
has itself reached consensus to block. For example, in a mobilization for a direct
action the group might decide that any blocks must come from an affinity group
or a working group, not just a single person, to protect the organization from
potential disrupters who might parachute in and stop the work from going forward. Other groups might limit blocking to people who have been members for
a determined period of time, or who fulfill other requirements. Some groups
require anyone who blocks a proposal to offer an alternative.
When the discussion of an issue is carried out openly and thoroughly, blocking rarely if ever arises. Deep feelings and strong, moral objections are dealt with
as the proposal is being formulated, and projects that might violate the group’s
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core values are amended or dropped long before they reach the stage at which a
block is put forward.

The Three Parts of a Decision-Making Process
When we use consensus to address an issue, we may find it helpful to think of
three different phases to the process. The phases are:
t Presenting the Issue
t Discussing the Issue
t Deciding the Issue
Some groups, such as Occidental Arts and Ecology Center, prefer to separate
the three phases into separate meetings. At one meeting, an issue is presented, but
not discussed. Information is shared, questions can be answered, but discussion is
withheld until the next meeting. The actual decision is reserved to a third meeting. Community members are sent agendas beforehand so they know what issues
will be discussed or decided — if they have strong opinions, they can be sure
to attend or instruct a friend to speak for them. People have plenty of time for
informal discussions between meetings — and time to do research and formulate
their opinions. When decisions are reached, members feel that they have had fair
warning and a chance to have their voices heard.
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We don’t always have the lead time to break decisions into separate meetings,
but separating out the three sections can be helpful even in a single meeting, for
each needs a somewhat different approach.
Presenting the Issue

Someone presents the issue to be discussed. The person who presents information should not be the facilitator, at least not for that section of the meeting. The
presenter should do her or his best to separate neutral information from advocacy.
People may ask questions, although clarifying questions are likely to bleed over
into comments and opinions. The facilitator can remind people that the group is
not yet discussing the issue — if it proves too difficult to keep people on track,
move into phase two. The goal of the first phase is to get the information out so
that everyone starts with the same level of understanding.
For example, a group of parents at RootBound ecovillage wants to turn one
of the guest rooms in the community building into a clubhouse for teens. In the
presentation phase, someone would present the idea, reasons for having such a
space, what might be in it and how it might function, who would provide the
funds and so on.
Discussing the Issue

Groups often skip over or neglect this phase, but in my experience, it is the most
important part of a consensus decision. A full discussion allows what Quakers call
“the sense of the meeting” to form. When the discussion is open, honest, lively
and creative, when everyone has a chance to be heard and to have their ideas considered and concerns addressed, when the proposal that emerges truly arises out
of the sense of the group, the more structured part of the meeting will flow easily,
and the group will support the decision wholeheartedly.
When discussion is skipped or truncated, when people jump to a proposal that
has not emerged organically from the group, the actual decision-making phase
may get bogged down as people obsess over details or try again and again to
amend a proposal that was simply not well-formed in the beginning.
There are many tools for discussion ranging from free-form, open talking to
highly structured forms of priority setting. Discussion might also benefit from
using some other process, such as a World Cafe or a Council, before attempting to make a decision. But the goal of the discussion section is to get all the
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ideas, reactions, responses and concerns out on the table. Discussing the issue
means testing for enthusiasm — are people excited enough about it to warrant
going on for a full decision-making process? If people aren’t asked to express their
enthusiasm, they may simply withdraw, a decision might be made without the
necessary energy to carry it out. I’ll never forget one meeting where the facilitator announced, “We’re an action group — we do consensus, but we do it fast.
So — tomorrow morning, 6 AM, we blockade the road. Everyone on board? Any
concerns, objections, blocks? No? Great!” And it was great, until 6 AM the next
morning when he was the only person on the road. No one objected and no one
raised any concerns because no one else ever intended to do it!
Discussion should also bring out objections, concerns and strong negative feelings or potential blocks. Providing there is a base of enthusiasm and excitement,
the group should attempt to address disagreements and resolve concerns. If there
are strong, moral objections that could lead to blocks down the road, now is the
time to hear them. In discussion, we also want to hear other ideas, and find ways
to either synthesize them or choose among them. Hearing the full range of ideas
early on, we can come up with the most creative option that best meets our needs.
When everyone has been heard, when people are beginning to repeat themselves
and when the creative work has been stewing long enough, someone will synthesize a proposal. A proposal is an action statement: We will do _______________.
A proposal can incorporate many clauses, conditions and aspects, but ultimately,
it’s a statement about what we’re going to do:
We will hold a fundraiser on January 25, serving a locally grown, organic,
vegetarian breakfast featuring eggs from our chickens, with a separate
vegan option.
Groups often flounder when they do not allow enough time for open discussion and instead try to jump to the proposal stage, or even begin with proposals.
Consensus works best when we make room for creativity and for many people to
come together.
A proposal may be formulated at the end of the discussion period or at the
beginning of the decision-making meeting. When the two phases are combined,
the tendering of a proposal shifts the group into phase three. The facilitator may
ask that the proposal be held if she feels like it is being put forth prematurely.
When the phases are separated, the proposal might be put forth at the end of
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the discussion meeting, or the facilitator might ask the group to return to the
decision-making meeting with a proposal or proposals formulated.
In the discussion phase about the teen hangout room, many new ideas may come
up. Jane wants to include a billiard table; Edward advocates for air hockey. Justin,
Jane’s 14-year-old son, makes a passionate speech advocating for the teens’ right to
decide themselves what will be in the space. “What if they want a TV?” Marcie asks.
“I’m morally against letting our teens be brainwashed by canned entertainment!”
“TV can be educational!” Sarah counters, and a lively and heated discussion
ensues.
“What about drugs and alcohol?” Edward asks. “Will we have a policy on
drinking?”
“Better to have them drink at home than drinking and driving,”
“Our insurance could be cancelled if we sponsor underage drinking,” Betty
worries.
The discussion goes on for another half an hour, while all aspects of the idea
are thoroughly examined and arguments are heard. At the end, Justin formulates
the proposal:
Rootbound will set aside room A in the community house as a teen hangout space. We teens will create our own agreements for how we use the
space and how to share it, reserve it, etc. We’ll set our own policy around
intoxicants, and bring it back to this meeting for approval. RootBound
will provide the space, and a number of individuals have offered chairs,
tables and an old sofa. If we want other amenities, such as a TV, DVD
player, games etc., we’ll raise funds ourselves to pay for them.
Making the Decision
Once a proposal has been made, the meeting shifts into a more formal decisionmaking process. The proposal should be clearly stated, and the facilitator asks if
everyone understands the proposal. The facilitator then tests for:

Enthusiasm: Is there energy and support for the proposal? If not, go
back to discussion and try again.
New concerns: Are there concerns, disagreements, reservations or possible repercussions we haven’t already considered when we discussed the
issue?
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Additions: Now that the proposal is formulated, is there anything we’ve
missed that should be added, any slight changes that might improve it?
Reservations and Objections: Now is the time to state any remaining
fears, doubts and disagreements.
Justin reads the proposal to the meeting, and they spend a moment in silence,
considering it.
“How do we feel about it?” Jenna, the facilitator asks. Around the room, lots
of people twinkle and smile. “I’m seeing a lot of enthusiasm. Any new concerns?”
Marcie frowns. “I’m just worried that they’ll fill the room with electronic junk
and plug in instead of relating as people.”
“Hey, when I’m plugged in to Facebook, I am relating to people!” 15-year-old
Heather counters.
“Can anyone address Marcie’s concern?” Jenna asks.
“They may do that,” Jane admits. “But truthfully, Marcie, most of them have
all that stuff already. I doubt that there’s a teen in this place who doesn’t have a
cellphone equipped to text message, an iPod and a computer. If we give them a
place to hang out, I think it will encourage more direct relating that might prove
more attractive than texting and Facebook.”
“I never thought of that,” Marcie acknowledges.
Discussion continues on any new concerns that are raised.
Amending the Proposal

As new concerns and ideas are heard, the proposal is amended to meet them.
Anyone can propose an amendment — the person who framed the proposal can
decide whether or not to accept an amendment. If it is accepted, the proposal
is changed, and should be restated. If it is not accepted, the suggestion can be
dropped or the group can look for another way to address the concerns.
If the discussion phase has been carried out well, this phase will be short. But
if concerns and alternate ideas have not been adequately addressed in formulating the proposal, this phase can become long and tedious as people try to rebuild
something that was not quite rightly put together.
“Any additions or friendly amendments?” Jenna asks.
“I have an old billiard table in storage,” Edward says. “I’d be happy to donate
it, provided once in a while I could have a game. Will adults be admitted?”
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Justin and Heather exchange glances with the other teens.
“By invitation,” Heather says.
“I accept that as a friendly amendment,” Justin agrees. “Adults will be admitted by invitation.”
This phase continues until the proposal is crafted as well as it can be.
Testing for Consensus

When we’re ready to test for consensus, the facilitator asks the notetaker to restate
the proposal. After a long discussion, when the proposal has changed many times,
people may need to hear again what the final version is.
The facilitator then asks for any unheard concerns. Sometimes, at this point,
new concerns will still surface, and the proposal may be amended yet again. But
if the group has had the opportunity to raise their concerns in both the discussion
and the process of amendment, they should have been addressed long before we
get to this point.
The facilitator asks for reservations and objections. Again, these should already
have been heard, and at this point the purpose of raising them is not to change the
proposal yet again, but to state them for the record. A few concerns or objections
do not kill a proposal, but if there are many people objecting, the group may want
to revisit the idea.
The facilitator asks if anyone wants to stand aside. To stand aside is to abstain,
to say, “I won’t stop the group from going forward, but I won’t take part myself.”
People may stand aside for any number of reasons, from a feeling that the proposal is not in alignment with their personal values to the fact that they might
be planning to be out of town when the planned event takes place. Again, a few
people standing aside don’t kill a proposal, but if there are lots of people who
stand aside, the consensus will be weak. Generally, if the facilitator checks for
enthusiasm along the way, during the discussion and amendment phases, the lack
of excitement and support will have been noted and addressed long before this
point.
The facilitator calls for consensus. The notetaker restates the proposal, and
everyone is asked to verbally or visually affirm their consent.
Celebrate, cry hurrah! and do the consensus dance!
The notetaker should then record the decision and read it back. Nothing is
more disheartening than spending an hour reaching consensus at one meeting,
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and spending three hours at the next arguing about what it was because no one
can clearly remember.
“I think we’ve thoroughly discussed this, and we’re at the end of our time,”
Jenna says. “I’m going to call for consensus. Mark, will you read back the proposal with the amendments?
Mark, the notetaker, reads, “Rootbound will set aside room A in the community house as a teen hangout space. We teens will create our own agreements for
how we use the space and how to share it, reserve it, etc. We’ll set our own policy
around intoxicants, and bring it back to this meeting for approval. RootBound
will provide the space, and a number of individuals have offered chairs, tables, and
an old sofa. If we want other amenities, such as a TV, DVD player, games, etc.
we’ll raise funds ourselves to pay for them. Adults will be admitted by invitation.”
“Any new concerns?” Jenna asks.
No one raises a hand.
“Any reservations or objections?”
“I still have reservations about the electronics,” Marcie says. “I won’t block the
proposal, but I want to state for the record that I believe TV and computers are
destroying our imagination and abilities to concentrate.”
“Noted,” Mark says.
“Anyone stand aside?” Jenna asks.
Marcie raises her hand again.
“Any blocks?” Jenna asks. No one raises a hand.
“Then we have consensus!” she announces happily. Everyone jumps up and for
two or three minutes does an impromptu swing-your-partner hoedown, which
is RootBound’s own tradition of consensus celebration. Then Mark rereads the
proposal, noting that there was one objection and one stand aside.
Now discussion can shift to how to implement the decision. Included in this
discussion are several key questions:
t Who else needs to be informed?
t Who will communicate the decision, and how?
t What action steps need to be taken, and who will take them? By what time?
t How will the group know that the commitments have been kept?
Answering these questions will help make sure that the decision is carried out,
avoiding much potential conflict and disappointment down the road.
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Consensus may seem cumbersome at first, but with practice, it can be a
smooth, empowering and surprisingly efficient way to make decisions that the
whole group takes part in shaping.
Multiple Proposals

Consensus is designed to synthesize a proposal from multiple ideas and to refine
it by hearing concerns. However, at times a group will instead come up with multiple proposals that may be conflicting or competing.
Suppose Jenna is faced with three proposals when the group comes back to the
decision-making meeting: One for a teen hangout space in the common building, one to build a new cob structure for the teens in a series of natural-building
workshops, and one to pursue a grant for a larger, well-equipped space that could
serve the neighborhood. What’s a poor facilitator to do?
Look for Common Ground

Do the proposals preclude one another, or complement one another? “The proposals are all different, but they each share one overriding idea: of creating a space
or spaces for the teens,” Jenna might say. “Can we agree in principle that we want
to create some sort of teen hangout space?”
Jenna might suggest that the proposals don’t have to preclude one another.
“We might go for the space in the common house right now, and continue to
consider the other two for the long term. So, could we set them aside for the
moment, and talk about the space in the common house?”
Use Straw Polls

“We’ve got three different ideas on the table,” Jenna could say. “I’m going to take
a straw poll to see which one we’re most excited about, and start with that. So —
we have the room in the common house, the cob structure and the neighborhood
center. Let’s see hands — who’s most excited about the common house room? The
cob structure? The neighborhood center?”
She could also use straw polls to help structure further discussion.
“OK, I’m seeing lots of excitement about the common house room right now.
Let me ask, if we decided to work on either the cob structure or the neighborhood
center in the long term, who has enthusiasm to work to make them happen? The
cob structure? The neighborhood center?
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“OK, I’m seeing that we have lots of energy around the common house right
now, so we’re going to take up that proposal. I also see quite a number of people
who are interested in the cob structure, so let’s put that on the agenda to discuss
for the long term. I’m only seeing a couple of hands for the neighborhood center,
so I’d encourage you to do some more work on that idea and possibly bring it
back at a later date.”
Refer the Matter to Committee
Jenna could say, “We’ve got three different proposals on the table. I’d like to ask
the framers of each proposal to have a little conference over the break, and see if
you can synthesize them into one.”

Spokescouncils — Consensus in Larger Groups
Consensus works best in smaller groups, where everyone has a chance to be part
of discussions. In a large group, there simply isn’t enough time to let everyone
speak. So large groups may divide themselves into smaller subgroups or cells, who
send representatives to a spokescouncil.
We have organized many large mobilizations in this way. In the 1970s,
Movement for a New Society, a group of Quaker-based trainers rooted in nonviolence, brought this form of organizing to groups protesting against the nuclear
power plant at Seabrook, New Hampshire. From there, it spread to Diablo Canyon
and to nonviolent direct action groups organizing to protest nuclear weapons and
US military interventions in many arenas. Veterans of those movements organized the successful blockade of the World Trade Organization in Seattle in 1999.
Movements from global justice blockades to forest defenders to queer liberation
and many, many more have used this form of organizing.
A spokesperson (or spoke) is, in a sense, a representative of the group. But
there are some crucial differences between spokes and elected representatives. The
role of spoke often rotates. The same person is not always the spoke for a group at
every meeting. The spoke may or may not be empowered to make decisions and
commitments for the group. In a classic action spokescouncil, spokes sit in the
center and carry on discussion — members of their group sit behind and when a
decision is needed, the groups can quickly confer. The spokes report results back
to the larger group.
Outside of actions, when groups cannot instantly meet to discuss a proposal, a
spokescouncil can become very frustrating if spokes are not empowered to make
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at least some decisions on the spot. Decisions become unwieldy and impractical
when they must be conveyed back to groups far away and when work can be
undone by members who have not been part of the give-and-take of proposal
crafting. At times an extended process might be necessary and desirable — when
a group is making a major decision that impacts its founding principles, for example, it may be well worth taking the time and trouble to send ideas back and forth.
But in general, I favor investing some trust and autonomy in our spokes to make
decisions for the group, and to trust their wisdom in recognizing which ones are
too big and must be brought back to the whole membership.

Modified Consensus
Classic consensus may not be appropriate for every group. Here are some common ways to modify consensus.
Limiting Who Can Block

If any individual can block consensus, the group could be open to disruption
from infiltrators, from individuals with personality disorders or crazy people who
wander in from the street. So groups may limit the right to block in some of the
following ways:
The Right to Block Must be Earned

It can be earned by group membership, by fulfilling certain responsibilities, by
attending a certain number of meetings first, by being chosen as a delegate by a
subgroup or by other conditions the group sets. Since blocking is very rarely done
in consensus, this is often more symbolic than functional, but symbolism can
be important. When Reclaiming holds its semi-annual large meetings, everyone
who shows up is invited to take part in group discussions and to help formulate
proposals, but to block, you must be a delegate from some other subgroup of at
least three people.
A Subgroup Must Reach Consensus to Block

Blocking may be limited to subgroups, who must reach consensus to block a proposal. This is more likely to be used in mobilizations, when affinity groups may
send representatives to a spokescouncil but remain on hand to quickly discuss
issues and proposals.
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Fallback to a Vote
Some groups do their best to hear everyone’s voice and meet concerns in the
discussion phase and to achieve consensus in the decision phase. But they may
include a fallback option: if consensus cannot be reached, the group can fall back
to a majority vote, which might be a supermajority, such as 70% or 80%. This
prevents a few individuals from stopping the group from going forward.
Consensus Minus One or Consensus Minus Two
What does a group do if it includes someone who is consistently disruptive or at
odds with the overall group goals and values? A group may choose to form itself
with the option of consensus minus one, or two, so that if necessary they can
decide to ask someone to leave without that person, or that person and their best
friend, blocking the decision.

When Consensus Gets Stuck
Besides meta-talking, there are other reasons why consensus may grind to a halt.
Recognizing and naming them can sometimes allow people to let go and move
forward.
Lack of Information
When we find ourselves spinning our wheels in discussion, it may be because we
don’t have the information we need to make a decision. Many years ago, a group of
us set out to stop a missile launch at Vandenberg Air Force Base by hiking into the
security zone. Unfortunately, we forgot to bring a map. High in the hills, we sat
down to decide by consensus where the base was. This did not work! Gather information, send out scouts or acknowledge that you are steering through the fog.
No Good Options
A group will never be able to decide by consensus whether to be shot or hung.
Instead, they’ll come up with a proposal to die in bed after a long and fruitful life.
When options are limited and creative ideas cannot be synthesized, consensus will
be cumbersome and frustrating, and a straw poll or vote may be a better option.
Too Many Good Options/Issues of Personal Preference

How do we decide what color to paint the kitchen? There’s no overriding reason
to choose yellow over purple, no best answer to synthesize. A straw poll, a vote or
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even flipping a coin may work better than trying to reach consensus, for synthesizing yellow and purple may result in mud!
Conflicting Underlying Values

When a group cannot come to agreement, the surface issue may actually be a
reflection of deeper conflicts of underlying values. Joan and Edward want to keep
meetings closed, to develop a sense of intimacy. Elaine and Jim want to open
them up and invite more people to recruit new members and broaden the group.
Naming the disagreement, acknowledging that both values may be good and that
together they might yield an important dynamic balance, can sometimes bring
about a solution: alternating open and closed meetings, or bringing in new people
one by one, by invitation. The conflict is not Good vs. Evil but Good vs. Good.
Suppressed Emotion

Sometimes groups will fixate on details, going over and over some minor aspect
of a plan when underneath, people are simply scared, or enraged or in grief. It’s
easier to fight about what time the demonstration will begin than to admit that
we are terrified of how the police might respond. After a trauma or loss, we may
argue about the wording of the memorial invitation rather than sinking into our
deep sadness. A talking stick or council process, removed from decision-making,
can create a space for people to give voice to the underlying emotions and connect
from the heart.
Hidden Agendas

If someone is trying to use the process purely to exert power, or to sabotage the
process for whatever ends, if someone is too deeply disturbed to listen to others
and negotiate, they may derail the discussion. Skilled facilitators can often intervene, or the group may decide to use consensus minus one.

Sociocracy
Sociocracy, “also known as dynamic governance or dynamic self-governance, is a
method of organizing and governing ourselves using the principle of consent.”12
“Consent means there are no argued and paramount objections to a proposed
policy decision”13 A paramount objection means that the proposal would interfere with the workers’ ability to do their job, or with their safety.
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Sociocracy was started by a Dutch Quaker, pacifist and civil engineer, Kees
Boeke. Boeke became an educator and in 1926 founded the Children’s Community
Workshop on sociocratic principles. He adapted his principles from Quaker consensus but was looking for a method that could work even when people did not
share a spiritual connection or common values, but nonetheless wanted a say in
the governing of their workplace.
Consent simplifies the complexities of consensus and streamlines the process,
making it more applicable to running a business or a company. Sociocratic businesses have a complex system of interlocking circles. Workers are part of circles
in their own domain — the set of responsibilities for their area of work. Circles
are double-linked to higher order circles that make larger scale decisions, with
representatives that are fully empowered to participate in decision-making. It’s
as if, in a conventional corporate structure, the line workers had representatives
who made decisions in the managers’ meetings, and the managers had reps who
participated fully in the CEO’s inner circle.
Boeke tested his theories in his own company, Endenberg Electrotechniek,
and they have been widely taught and adopted in the Netherlands and around the
world. Sociocracy addresses the key issue of workplace democracy and provides a
viable model with some of the advantages both of consensus and voting.

RIGHT FACILITATION
For consensus to work well, and for many of the other processes we’ve discussed
to be effective, they need facilitation. Below I will discuss in detail the role and skills
involved in facilitating consensus meetings, but many of the tools and insights apply
to other forms of facilitation: training, teaching, and leading many sorts of groups.

Facilitation is Skilled Work
Back at Diablo Canyon in the early 1980s when we were young and enamored of
consensus and ideals of equality, we would often pick someone out of the crowd
to facilitate even large meetings with huge pressures. Sometimes we were lucky,
and the facilitator did a great job. Other times, the meeting did not go well,
conflict erupted, people grew impatient and the new facilitator ended up feeling
like a failure. Rapidly, we realized that facilitation requires training and practice,
and throwing a new person into a situation they were not prepared for was not
empowering but humiliating and destructive.
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Fast forward 25 years to the protests against the G8 meetings in Scotland in
2005. A collective called Seeds of Change offered trainings throughout Britain for
a year beforehand in many aspects of organizing, including consensus and facilitation. During the week of mobilization, we called for volunteers to form a pool of
skilled and experienced facilitators. We had enough people on call so that no one
person facilitated more than a few meetings, and we could pair less experienced
people with more experienced facilitators. At times, the encampment held up to
5,000 people, but by organizing them into smaller neighborhoods called barrios
and using a mix of general meetings and spokesmeetings, we were able to make
decisions smoothly and effectively. People went away feeling empowered and feeling hopeful that directly democratic processes could work.
Training, practice and apprenticeship can help a group develop those skilled
people to call upon. Many resources exist for learning facilitation, and many
trainers would be happy to help a new group develop a pool of skilled people.
Just as it is worth a group’s time to learn consensus, it is also worth devoting time
and resources to training facilitators.
When we begin facilitating, we can start with smaller groups and meetings which are not highly charged. Facilitators work in pairs or teams, so newer
facilitators can pair up with more experienced people. Gradually, as we develop
experience and confidence, we can take on larger groups and more difficult issues.

Facilitation is a Role of Power
The facilitator in a group holds a great deal of social power. That power ultimately
resides in the group itself. The group lends its power to the facilitator when it
consents to let her or him fill that role.
Facilitation rotates in most collaborative groups, so that more than one person
has the opportunity to earn the social power that goes with the role. And most
facilitation is really co-facilitation: two or more people share the role, to model
shared power and to help one another keep track of all the varied factors in a
meeting.
Facilitators are Neutral
Facilitators do not take a position on the issues in the meetings or sections of
meetings they facilitate. Because facilitation itself is a position of high social
power, they do not use that power to push through their own pet projects or ideas.
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In small groups there may not be enough people at a meeting to let one person
remain completely neutral. In that case, the group has several options. Facilitation
can rotate throughout the meeting. People can take turns facilitating items that
they feel less investment in, and step back from the role in order to speak to those
issues they have most knowledge of or most deeply care about.
But in larger groups, or when trust is thin and issues are controversial or highly
charged, a facilitator must maintain neutrality or step out of the role entirely for
that meeting. If facilitators are perceived as misusing the role or stacking the deck
for their own ends, the group will lose trust and withdraw its consent for them
to function.

What Facilitators Do
One way to think about what good facilitators do is to imagine them as waiters.
Facilitation, like waiting at table, is a role of service. Facilitators do not direct nor
control the group, but serve at its pleasure.
They set the table, present each course as it is ready, judge the pace of the diners and are on hand to remove the dishes as each entree is finished and present
the next course. A good facilitator, like a good waiter, has an impeccable sense of
timing. At the end, they write up the total and present the bill — tabulate the
decisions made and make sure that each can be implemented.
Plan the Meeting
Facilitators often take on the task of planning the meeting — collecting agenda
items, putting them into an order and thinking how best to approach each issue.
In the next section, we will delve more deeply into how to create an agenda.
The facilitator or the facilitation team may also announce the meeting and
send out a projected agenda beforehand. They may arrange the meeting place,
set beginning and ending times, and make sure the setting is appropriate and all
needed tools are there — for example, a whiteboard and markers, chalkboard and
chalk, flip chart and pens or ritual objects if needed.
The facilitators often write up the agenda beforehand so that it can be seen by
everyone, or print up copies to be handed out.
Set the Tone
Facilitators set the tone for the meeting by welcoming people, and by their own
expressions, tone of voice and body language. Good facilitators are calm and
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encouraging. They smile, notice people, acknowledge them and project warmth
and enthusiasm.
Facilitators also assure that the meeting maintains a tone of respect. Arguments
may get heated, and open disagreement around issues is exciting and can actually
build trust. But if the arguments turn to personal attacks, facilitators interrupt
and restore a sense of safety. Facilitators do not allow insults, name-calling or
verbal violence.
Call on Speakers
The facilitators acknowledge people who want to speak, call on raised hands
and/or suggest other processes that assure that everyone has an opportunity to
participate.
Assure Safety
Good facilitators establish agreements and ground rules that let people feel safe
from personal attack. They hold those boundaries, interrupting tirades, blaming,
name-calling, racist, sexist or homophobic remarks.
Assure Fairness and Equality
Facilitators use tools to assure that everyone has a chance to speak. They notice
when certain people are dominating the discussion and intervene. They may
attempt to draw out quiet people, or at least create opportunities for them to
speak without having to fight for their chance.
Good facilitators limit the amount of time that they speak. The role of facilitator confers the right to speak whenever you feel it’s necessary, but good facilitators
use that right judiciously. They do not, for example, comment after everyone’s
comments or respond to every report or piece of feedback.
Keep the Discussion on Track
Facilitators are empowered to break in when someone is going off topic or rambling on. Facilitators may remind the group what the topic is and where they are
in the discussion.
Summarize and Restate
Good facilitators periodically sum up and restate what the group has discussed
and already decided. This helps people remain focused and, in a complex discussion, can help the group maintain clarity.
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Keep the Discussion Moving
Facilitators work with the timekeeper to keep the group moving forward, to complete agenda items within the times set or to contract for more time. To do this,
facilitators may need at times to cut short someone’s speech or to end discussion
on a topic. If the discussion polarizes or bogs down, facilitators suggest processes
to resolve the conflict or to allow the group to move ahead.
Find Common Ground

When issues become polarized, good facilitators look for the common ground,
the places of agreement. If the group can affirm those and come to some base
agreements, differences may be more easily resolved.
Break Issues Apart

Skilled facilitators may sometimes tease out the different strands of a proposal
to allow the group to come to basic agreements on some while continuing to
struggle with others. This often goes with finding common ground. For example,
RootBound is discussing starting a small urban farm on a neighboring lot. “I’m
sensing that we all have a basic agreement on wanting the farm and wanting to
grow vegetables, herbs and flowers there. I’m also hearing a lot of strong and different opinions about adding bees and chickens. Can we just back up and see if
we have consensus on the farm growing plants, and then we will take up the issue
of animals and insects separately?”
Lump Similar Issues Together

When many different ideas and proposals are on the table, good facilitators may
group them up so that they can be more efficiently addressed. And different issues
may need different sorts of discussion. “I’m hearing five different ideas of what
we might do for our group retreat. Now, three of these are things some people
really want to do and will do anyway, with or without everybody’s participation,
and that many other people don’t enjoy. So I’d like to ask the Opera advocates,
the Bowlers and the Pub-Crawlers to simply turn your proposals into invitational
announcements. I hear two others that seem more like they would need the whole
group, or a large contingent, to make them happen: the beach picnic/cleanup day
and the campout. Let’s look at those two and see if we can synthesize something
that we can all feel excited about participating in.”
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Cheer the Group On
Good facilitators encourage the group, cheer for it when it runs into difficulties
and help support group optimism when the going gets tough. Like Polyanna, a
good facilitator can always find something to be glad about. “Yes, we’re all arguing — but isn’t it wonderful that people are expressing their opinions so freely!
What a lively discussion!”
Good facilitators may also, at times, acknowledge how difficult the process
is. “You know, I just want to say that it may feel like we’re really stuck, but that’s
because we’re trying to do something really challenging. We’re trying to end the
production of nuclear weapons, and we have all the powers of the state, the media
and the corporations ranged against us. So no, it isn’t easy. Why would we expect
it to be? But we’re strong, and creative, and resilient, and I know we can come
through this with the best possible action.”
Reframe

Reframing means shifting the context, the boundaries and the underlying assumptions we might hold around an issue or a conflict. We might reframe a problem as
a solution, or a conflict as a dynamic tension.
t Look, I think we’ve gotten bogged down because we’re seeing success as actually
blocking the entrance to the weapons lab, and we can’t be sure of how we can
do that. But what if we define our success differently?
t We seem to be deeply polarized, because Claudia wants to use the greenest,
most lasting and beautiful materials for the new center and Pine wants to keep
costs as low as possible. What if we were to acknowledge that both those goals
are valid and important?
t We’re talking about intervening in cases of sexual harassment, and that’s vitally
important. But what if we were to frame it as supporting women’s sexual
empowerment and agency?
Reframing sometimes goes with Cheering On. The single most difficult meeting
I’ve ever facilitated was in Prague in 2000, at an international meeting to plan protests against the International Monetary Fund and World Bank. A large contingent
of socialists wanted one big march under one big banner. An even larger contingent
of anarchists wanted multiple marches and autonomous actions to be carried out
by affinity groups. A group of Italian activists called Ya Basta! intended to dress in
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white, pad themselves with rubber tires and simply walk through police lines. Few
people were well-versed in consensus process — but many of them delighted in
standing up and denouncing the other side, at great length. And every denunciation, along with every other word, had to be translated into both Czech and Italian.
The indefatigable woman who translated for the Italians translated word for word
in lengthy detail. The Czech translator would grunt out a phrase or two. Every time
we came back to the Italians, they would comment, “I do not understand why we
are trying to make a decision when we have not adequately discussed the underlying political analysis.” During a break, I asked one of them how long their meetings
went on back in Italy. “Oh, we often go on all night long,” he said proudly.
We spent nine hours in that meeting trying to decide whether it should be one
big march or four separate marches, and periodically I would interject cheerily, “I
know it seems like we’re deadlocked, but isn’t it great that we’ve got both socialists
and anarchists working together on a common action!” At the end, they agreed
on one large march that would split into four — a highly creative synthesis that
proved tremendously effective in the action.
After the meeting was over, as I sat in a state of near collapse contemplating
what to me was one of the worst meetings I’d ever seen, up came an activist from
Romania who beamed at me and said, “That was the most amazing, wonderful
process! I’ve never seen anything like it — that people could come to agreement
like that! How I wish you could come to my country and teach it!”

Conflict Transformation
Good facilitators encourage constructive conflict — open disagreement about
ideas, plans and policies, that never descends to the level of personal attack. When
the group becomes deadlocked in a conflict, they find ways to take the issue out
of the meeting so the larger group can move on.
Mediation

When people are embroiled in continual conflicts that disrupt the group, the
facilitator may suggest mediation outside the meeting and help to set it up.
Back of the Barn

As in, “You two go out back of the barn and duke it out!” When a group is deeply
polarized, representatives from the opposing factions can be sent off, as a pair or
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in a small group, with or without a neutral mediator, to come up with a solution.
They will be able to find a compromise more easily when they don’t have to save
face in front of a larger group and when they can argue openly without the time
constraints of a larger meeting. When they find a solution that works for both
extremes, it will work for all those who are in the middle.
A variation might be to ask: “Who actually cares deeply about this issue? Who
feels invested in this discussion?” If many people raise their hands, carry on. But if
only a few people want to continue talking, send them off as a subgroup to come
back with a solution, and let the rest of the group go on with other business.

Interventions
Interventions are ways the facilitator might jump into a discussion, stop a speaker
from going on too long or bring the group back on track. When intervening, try
to avoid constantly making people wrong, blaming or shaming them. Here are
some ways to remain supportive and constructive when intervening.
Supportive Interrupting
When interrupting a speaker, do it with expressions of regret and support for the
person and what they are saying.

t I’m so sorry, Joe, to cut you off because I’m fascinated by what you’re saying, but
it’s my duty to bring us back on track.
t I’d love to hear the full story, Margaret, maybe after the meeting, but right now
we’ve got to get back to the topic.
Cheer them on energetically even when you have to cut them off.
Specific Critique
The more you can identify specifically why you are stopping a discussion, the
more people will learn and the less resistance you will encounter: “I’m sorry, Joe,
but when you use the term ‘fatso’, we’re moving away from constructive argument
and into personal attack. Can we all take a breath, and remember that we have a
commitment to keep our arguments on substance?”
Strategic Confusion
Taking the position of confusion or uncertainty is one way to gently challenge
unreasonable or impossible demands or conflicting accounts of reality: “I’m
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confused, Linda. I hear you say that you’re unhappy with how we dealt with
the swimming pool incident, but I don’t yet understand what you want us to do
now.” Or, “I’m confused, Patti. Loren is saying that you borrowed $50 from the
food fund, you’re saying that you didn’t — I don’t know how to reconcile these
two different pictures of reality. Can you help me?”
Call to Our Higher Selves

Instead of hectoring people about how badly or wrongly they are behaving, call
them to their higher selves or remind them of the group’s overarching vision:
“People, remember that living together in peace, respect and harmony is the heart
of our vision for RootBound. We are all smart and sensitive people, and I know
we have the capacity to listen with more compassion.”
While these interventions are suggested for facilitators, they can also be used
by other people in a meeting. We can all share some of the responsibility for keeping the meeting focused, respectful and productive.
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Facilitators’ Toolbox
Tools for Managing Discussion

Facilitated Discussion

Open Discussion

5IF GBDJMJUBUPS DBMMT PO TQFBLFST 1FPQMF TQFBL

1FPQMF TQFBL GSFFMZ .PTU IVNBO EJTDVTTJPOT
UISPVHIPVU UJNF IBWF CFFO IBOEMFE UIJT XBZ 
BOEBOPDDBTJPOBMGSFFGPSBMMXJUINJOJNBMGBDJMJ-

POF BU B UJNF BOE BSF BTLFE OPU UP JOUFSSVQU
5IF GBDJMJUBUPS IBT NPSF BCJMJUZ UP FRVBMJ[F UIF
PQQPSUVOJUZUPQBSUJDJQBUF CZVTJOH

UBUJPODBOCFTUJNVMBUJOH4PNFQFPQMFXJMMUFOE

Rounds

UPEPNJOBUFUIFEJTDVTTJPOBOEPUIFSTGBMMTJMFOU

8F HP BSPVOE UIF DJSDMF BOE FBDI QFSTPO IBT

1FPQMFPGUFOJOUFSSVQUPSUBMLPWFSPOFBOPUIFS

B DIBODF UP TQFBL PS QBTT 5IJT XPSLT XFMM GPS

 CVU JO NBOZ DVMUVSFT  UIFZ NBZ OPU NJOE

JOUSPEVDUJPOT  GPS DSVDJBM JTTVFT JOWPMWJOH EFFQ

BOE NBZ FWFO FOKPZ UIF MJWFMJOFTT BOE FOFSHZ

FNPUJPOTPSDPSFWBMVFT

5IFMBSHFSUIFHSPVQ UIFNPSFJUXJMMUFOEUPCF

#FDBVTF SPVOET UBLF UJNF  UIFZ PGUFO

EPNJOBUFE CZ B GFX TQFBLFST #VU QFPQMF DBO

SFRVJSF TPNF MJNJUBUJPOT PO IPX MPOH QFPQMF

SFTQPOE EJSFDUMZ UP POF BOPUIFS XJUIPVU XBJU-

TQFBL  GPS FYBNQMF i1MFBTF JOUSPEVDF ZPVSTFMG

JOH BOEMJWFMZEFCBUFJTQPTTJCMF

CSJFøZ  KVTU UFMMJOH VT ZPVS OBNF  XIFSF ZPVSF
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GSPN BOEPOFUIJOHZPVXBOUQFPQMFUPLOPX

MPDBMT BOE POF GPS PVUTJEFST 4QFBLFST BSF DIP-

BCPVUZPVSTFMGw

TFO JO UVSO GSPN FBDI TUBDL  SFHBSEMFTT PG IPX

0GUFO  BT XF DPOUJOVF BSPVOE UIF DJSDMF 

MPOHUIFZBSF4P JGPVUTJEFSTXBOUUPTQFBL

QFPQMFHFUMPOHFSBOEMPOHFSXJOEFE5IFGBDJMJ-

BOEMPDBMT XFXPVMEUBLFBOPVUTJEFS BMPDBM 

UBUPSNBZIBWFUPJOUFSWFOFBOESFNJOEQFPQMF

BOPVUTJEFS BMPDBM FUDVOUJMBMMUIFMPDBMTXIP

PGUJNFDPOTUSBJOUT

XBOUUPTQFBLIBETQPLFO

3PVOET BTTVSF NBYJNVN FRVBMJUZ  CVU
EJTDPVSBHF EFCBUF BOE EJSFDU SFTQPOTFT UP

Participation Equalizers

RVFTUJPOTPSDIBMMFOHFT"TJEFGSPNTIPSUJOUSP-

&WFSZPOF DBO CF HJWFO B DFSUBJO OVNCFS PG

EVDUJPOT  SPVOET XPSL XFMM JO HSPVQT VQ UP 

UPLFOT &BDI UJNF TPNFPOF TQFBLT  UIFZ QMBDF

QFPQMF PDDBTJPOBMMZJOHSPVQTPGUP BOE

POFUPLFOJOUIFDFOUFS8IFOUIFJSUPLFOTBSF

BCPWF TIPVMECFWFSZMJNJUFE

HPOF UIFZDBOOPUTQFBLBHBJOVOUJMFWFSZQFS-

Popcorn
1FPQMFDBOTQFBLJOBOZPSEFS CVUBSFBTLFEOPU

TPOIBTVTFEUIFJSUPLFOTPSJOEJDBUFEUIBUUIFZ
EPOPUXJTIUPTQFBL

UPpop TQFBLUXJDF CFGPSFFWFSZPOFIBTIBEB

Small Groups

DIBODFUPTQFBL

0OF PG UIF GBDJMJUBUPST NPTU VTFGVM UPPMT JT UIF

Stacks
5IF GBDJMJUBUPS PS IFMQFS UBLFT B MJTU PG QFPQMF

BCJMJUZUPCSFBLBMBSHFHSPVQJOUPTNBMMFSHSPVQT
GPSEJTDVTTJPOPSFYFSDJTFT5IFTFNJHIUCF

XJTIJOHUPTQFBL PSBTTJHOTOVNCFSTUPQFPQMF

Pairs

XIPTFIBOETBSFJOUIFBJSUPHJWFUIFNBTQFBL-

1BJST HFOFSBUF JOUJNBDZ 0VS NPTU JOUFOTF SFMB-

JOHPSEFS*MJLFUPMJNJUNZTUBDLTUPöWFUPFJHIU

UJPOTIJQT JO MJGF BSF JO QBJST NPUIFS BOE DIJME 

QFPQMF  CFZPOE UIBU  TNBSU QFPQMF TUBSU UP

MPWFSBOECFMPWFE1BJSTBMTPBMMPXUIFNBYJNVN

QVUUIFNTFMWFTPOUPFWFSZTUBDLXIFUIFSPSOPU

UJNF GPS FBDI QFSTPO UP UBML  XIJMF VTJOH MFTT

UIFZIBWFBOZUIJOHUPTBZ POUIFUIFPSZUIBUCZ

UJNFPWFSBMM*ONJOVUFT FBDIQBSUOFSDPVME

UIFUJNFUIFEJTDVTTJPODPNFTBSPVOEUPUIFN 

TQFBL GPS  #VU UIF UJNF TBWJOH JT MPTU JG QBJST

UIFZXJMMIBWFTPNFUIJOHUPBEE

BUUFNQUUPSFQPSUCBDLUIFJSEJTDVTTJPOTUPUIF

Weighted Stacks

MBSHFSHSPVQ4PNFXBZTUPVTFQBJST

8IFO JUT WFSZ JNQPSUBOU UP BTTVSF UIBU POF

Introductions

HSPVQ PG QFPQMF EP OPU EPNJOBUF BOPUIFS  UIF

.FFUJOH FWFO POF PUIFS QFSTPO JO UIF HSPVQ 

GBDJMJUBUPS DBO DSFBUF UXP TUBDLT GPS FYBNQMF 

UFMMJOH ZPVS TUPSZ JO EFQUI  DBO IFMQ TUSBOHFST

POF GPS XPNFO BOE POF GPS NFO  PS POF GPS

GFFMBDPOOFDUJPOUPUIFHSPVQ
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Reflecting and Responding

IPXFWFS NVDIUJNFXJMMCFVTFEVQJOIFBSJOH

8IFOTUBSUMJOHOFXJOGPSNBUJPOBSJTFT PSXIFO

GSPNBMBSHFSOVNCFSPGTQPLFT4PNFXBZTUP

BO JTTVF JT DPOUSPWFSTJBM  B TIPSU UJNF UP UBML JO

VTFHSPVQTPGUISFF

QBJSTDBOMFUFWFSZPOFIBWFBDIBODFUPJOUFHSBUF
UIFJOGPSNBUJPOBOEGPSNVMBUFUIFJSSFTQPOTF

Connecting People to the Larger Group
5FMMZPVSTUPSZUPBHSPVQPGUISFF BOEZPVOPX

Exercises

IBWFBCPOEXJUIUXPPUIFSTXIPSFQSFTFOUUIF

.BOZFYFSDJTFTXPSLXFMMJOQBJST1BJSTDBOPòFS

MBSHFSXIPMF

TVQQPSUJOGBDJOHDIBMMFOHFTPSFODPVSBHFNFOU
GPS DSFBUJWF UIJOLJOH *O B QBJS  POF QBSUOFS DBO
CFUIFBDUJWFNFNCFSBOEUIFPUIFSDBONPOJUPS BOE PCTFSWF 5IFO ZPV DBO TXJUDI SPMFT TP
FBDIQFSTPOHFUTUPFYQFSJFODFCPUITJEFTPGUIF

Deeper Discussion
" HSPVQ PG UISFF BMMPXT GPS NPSF JOEFQUI EJTDVTTJPOPGBOJTTVFUIBODBOUBLFQMBDFJOBMBSHFS
HSPVQ

FYFSDJTF

Exercises

Resolving Conflicts

*O B HSPVQ PG UISFF  UXP QFPQMF DBO JOUFSBDU

$POøJDUT BOE QPMBSJ[BUJPO DBO TPNFUJNFT CF

XIJMFUIFUIJSEPCTFSWFTBOENPOJUPST

NPSF FBTJMZ SFTPMWFE XIFO UXP QBSUJFT BSHVF

Resolving Conflict

PVUUIFJTTVF*GQFPQMFBSFBTLFEUPQBJSVQXJUI

5XPQFPQMFJODPOøJDUDBOJOUFSBDUXIJMFBUIJSE 

UIPTFXIPEPOUBHSFFXJUIUIFN UIFZDBONPSF

OFVUSBMQFSTPOPCTFSWFTBOENFEJBUFT

FBTJMZ DPNF UP VOEFSTUBOE UIF PUIFS QPJOU PG
WJFXGBDFUPGBDFXJUIPOFQFSTPOUIBOJOBMBSHF

Groups of Five to Seven

HSPVQEJTDVTTJPO

(SPVQTPGöWFUPTFWFOQFPQMFBSFTNBMMFOPVHI

Groups of Three

TPUIBUFBDIQFSTPODBOCFTFFOBOEIFBSE CVU
MBSHF FOPVHI UP SFQSFTFOU B TJHOJöDBOU QBSU

(SPVQT PG UISFF BSF JOUJNBUF  CVU B HSPVQ PG

PG UIF MBSHFS DPNNVOJUZ *O B NJOVUF UJNF

UISFF JT UIF TNBMMFTU HSPVQ UIBU SFQSFTFOUT

QFSJPE BHSPVQPGUPBMMPXTFBDIQFSTPOUP

DPNNVOJUZ SBUIFSUIBOBQBSUOFSTIJQ5FMMTPNF-

TQFBLGPSNJOVUFT XJUITPNFUJNFMFGUPWFSUP

UIJOHUPBHSPVQPGUISFF BOEJUTBTJGZPVWFUPME

EJTDVTT DPNNPOBMJUJFT BOE EJòFSFODFT (SPVQT

JUUPUIFXPSME*OUFONJOVUFT FBDINFNCFSPG

DBOCFBTLFEUPOBNFBTQPLFTQFSTPOUPSFQPSU

B HSPVQ PG UISFF DPVME TQFBL GPS UISFF  XJUI B

CBDLBTVNNBSZPGUIFJSEJTDVTTJPOUPUIFXIPMF

CJUPGUJNFGPSUIFUSBOTJUJPOT*GHSPVQTPGUISFF

HSPVQ XJUIBOPWFSBMMTBWJOHTPGUJNF)FSFBSF

BSF BTLFE UP SFQPSU CBDL UP UIF MBSHFS HSPVQ 

TPNFXBZTUPVTFHSPVQTPGöWFUPTFWFO
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Connecting to the Whole

FMFNFOUT GSPN FBDI *O UIF BSDIJUFDUVSF BOE

"HSPVQPGUIJTTJ[FDBOQSPWJEFBCBTFPGTVQ-

QMBOOJOH XPSME  UIJT QSPDFTT JT DBMMFE B design

QPSU BTNBMMDJSDMFPGGSJFOETBOEBMMJFTUPXIPN

charetteGSPNUIF'SFODIXPSEGPSDBSU

B OFX QFSTPO DBO NPSF FBTJMZ DPOOFDU UIBO UP
UIFXIPMF

Relieving Pressure

Reporting Back
4NBMM HSPVQT DBO CF BTLFE UP SFQPSU CBDL PO
UIFJSEJTDVTTJPOT4QPLFTNBZDPNFUPUIFDFO-

8IFO HSPVQT BSF WFSZ MBSHF BOE EJTDVTTJPO JT

UFS  TJU JO B DJSDMF BOE SFQPSU JO B SPVOE 0S UIF

TMPX  CSFBLJOH JOUP TNBMM HSPVQT DBO SFMJFWF

GBDJMJUBUPSNBZDBMMPOFBDIHSPVQJOUVSO

QFPQMFTGSVTUSBUJPOBOEJNQBUJFODFUPTQFBL

In-depth Discussion

8IFO SFQPSUT BSF MPOH BOE DPNQMFY  UIF
GBDJMJUBUPSDBOBTLFBDIHSPVQUPTIBSFPOMZPOF
QPJOUPGUIFJSSFQPSUJOUIFöSTUSPVOE"GUFSFBDI

4NBMM HSPVQT BMMPX QFPQMF UP EJTDVTT BO JTTVF

HSPVQIBTCFFOIFBSEGSPN UIFZDBOUIFOBEEB

JOHSFBUFSEFQUI  XJUI NPSF UJNFGPSQFPQMF UP

TFDPOEQPJOUJOUIFOFYUSPVOE BOETPGPSUI*G

TQFBL 4NBMM HSPVQT GPSNFE CZ QFPQMF GSPN

FBDIHSPVQHJWFTUIFJSGVMMSFQPSU UIFöSTUHSPVQ

PQQPTJUFTJEFTPGBOJTTVFNBZCFBCMFUPNPSF

NBZUBLFVQUIFCVMLPGUIFBWBJMBCMFUJNFBOE

GSFFMZBSHVFPVUUIFJSEJòFSFODFTBOENBZDPNF

PUIFS HSPVQT HSPX JNQBUJFOU (SPVQT XJMM UFOE

UP VOEFSTUBOE POF BOPUIFS NPSF FBTJMZ UIBO

UPDPNFVQXJUITJNJMBSJOTJHIUT BOEJGUIFFBSMZ

JO B MBSHF HSPVQ  XIFSF QFPQMF UFOE UP NBLF

HSPVQT QSFTFOU UIFN BMM UIF HSPVQT UIBU TQFBL

TQFFDIFTBOEIPMEQPTJUJPOT

MBUFSNBZGFFMTMJHIUFE
3FQPSUJOH CBDL UBLF UJNF *O BMMPUUJOH UJNF

Tackling Different Parts of an Issue

GPS B EJTDVTTJPO PS FYFSDJTF  SFNFNCFS UP BMMPU

'PSFYBNQMF HSPVQTDBOCFBTLFEUPMPPLBUEJG-

FOPVHIUJNFUPIFBSUIFSFQPSUTBOEUPSFTQPOE

GFSFOU BTQFDUT PG BO JTTVF  PVUSFBDI  NFEJB 

BOE EJTDVTT UIFN 5IF MBSHFS UIF OVNCFS PG

GPPE NFFUJOHGBDJMJUBUJPOPSBDUJPOQMBOJOB

HSPVQT  UIF NPSF TQPLFT XJMM SFQPSU CBDL BOE

QPMJUJDBMDBNQBJHO

UIFNPSFUJNFJUXJMMUBLF

Formulating a Palette of Responses to an Issue

Brainstorms

5IF TNBMM HSPVQT DBO FBDI CF HJWFO UIF TBNF

" CSBJOTUPSN JT EFTJHOFE UP HFOFSBUF DSFBUJWF

QSPCMFNUPTPMWF BSFBUPEFTJHOPSTUBUFNFOUUP

UIJOLJOH Brainstorm JTPGUFO VTFEJOGPSNBMMZUP

GPSNVMBUF5IFZDPNFVQXJUIEJòFSFOUBOTXFST

NFBOiMFUTNBLFBMJTUwBTJOi-FUTCSBJOTUPSNBO

BOE QSPQPTBMT  XIJDI DBO UIFO CF DPNQBSFE 

BHFOEBGPSUIFNFFUJOH wJOTUFBEPGTBZJOH i-FUT

BOEUIFMBSHFSHSPVQNBZEFDJEFUPVTFTQFDJöD

MJTUUIFUIJOHTXFXBOUUPUBMLBCPVUw
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" SFBM CSBJOTUPSN JT NPSF UIBO B MJTU *UT
TIPSU  HFOFSBMMZ öWF NJOVUFT  OPU NPSF UIBO

QFPQMF XBOU B NJOVUF CSFBL  )PX NBOZ
XBOUUPUBLFIBMGBOIPVS w

UFO1FPQMFBSFBTLFEUPRVJDLMZUISPXPVUJEFBT 

" TUSBX QPMM DBO CF DPOEVDUFE CZ BTLJOH

FWFO DSB[Z BOE XIBDLZ POFT  BOE SFDPSEFST

QFPQMF UP SBJTF IBOET 4PNF HSPVQT VTF IBOE

TDSJCCMFUIFNVQPOBCPBSEPSPOUPBøJQDIBSU

TJHOBMT UIVNCT VQ UP TJHOJGZ BHSFFNFOU PS

%VSJOH B CSBJOTUPSN  OP EJTDVTTJPO PS FWBMVB-

BQQSPWBM  UIVNCT EPXO UP TJHOJGZ EJTBHSFF-

UJPOJTBMMPXFEUIFJEFBJTUPTJNQMZHFOFSBUFUIF

NFOU UIVNCTTJEFXBZTUPJOEJDBUFOFVUSBMJUZPS

XJEFTUBOEXJMEFTUTQFDUSVNPGJEFBT

VOEFDJEFE

#SBJOTUPSNT BSF PGUFO NJTVTFE  CFDBVTF
GBDJMJUBUPSTWJPMBUFBCBTJDSVMFA brainstorm must

Priority Setting Processes

always be followed by some other process which

8IFOBHSPVQIBTBMJTUPGNVMUJQMFQPTTJCJMJUJFT 

weighs and evaluates the ideas that have been

UIFSFBSFNBOZTJNQMFQSPDFTTFTUIFZDBOVTFUP

generated.

JEFOUJGZCPUIQSJPSJUJFTBOEBSFBTPGDPODFSO

6OMFTTBMJTUPGJEFBTXJMMCFQVUUPVTF HFOFSBUJOHJUJTQPJOUMFTT"CSBJOTUPSNTIPVMEOFWFS
CF GPMMPXFE CZ B TFDPOE CSBJOTUPSN  XJUIPVU
TPNF QSJPSJUJ[JOH PS FWBMVBUJOH JO CFUXFFO

t 8SJUFUIFMJTUVQPOBCPBSEPSQBQFS MBSHF
BOEWJTJCMF
t (JWFFBDIQFSTPOBDFSUBJOOVNCFSPGQPTJ-

(SPVQT UIBU CSBJOTUPSN UIJT BOE UIFO CSBJO-

UJWFWPUFTGPSUIFJSGBWPSJUFPOF PSUXP 

TUPSNUIBUBOEUIFOCSBJOTUPSNUIFPUIFSUIJOH

PSUISFFPSöWFEFQFOEJOHPOIPXNBOZ

FOEVQXJUIBTUBDLPGVTFMFTTMJTUTBOEBMPUPG

QPTTJCJMJUJFTUIFSFBSFPWFSBMM'PSFYBNQMF 

GSVTUSBUFEQFPQMF

JG3PPU#PVOEJTUSZJOHUPEFDJEFPOBOFX

Straw Polls

EFTJHOGPSBDFOUSBMHBUIFSJOHTQBDF UIFZ
NBZIBWFBMJTUPGöGUFFOEJòFSFOUUIJOHT

"TUSBXQPMMJTBOPOCJOEJOHWPUF*ODPOTFOTVT 

QFPQMFXPVMEMJLF BOEBCVEHFUGPSOPNPSF

XF NBZ QPMM UIF HSPVQ UP EFUFSNJOF FOUIVTJ-

UIBOUISFF4PFBDIQFSTPODPVMECFHJWFO

BTNi)PX NBOZ QFPQMF BSF FYDJUFE BCPVU UIJT

UISFFWPUFT GPSUIFJSUISFFIJHIFTUQSJPSJUJFT

JTTVF  3BJTF ZPVS IBOETw 8F DBO QPMM UP öOE

t 7PUJOHDBOCFEPOFCZDPVOUJOHIBOET CVU

PVUMFWFMTPGDPNNJUNFOUPSEFUFSNJOFFOFSHZ

JUDBOBMTPCFEPOFNPSFRVJDLMZWJTVBMMZ 

PS SFTPVSDFT i)PX NBOZ QFPQMF XPVME IFMQ

CZHJWJOHFBDIQFSTPOUISFFHPMETUBST BOE

UP PSHBOJ[F UIF GVOESBJTFS  )PX NBOZ QFPQMF

BTLJOHUIFNUPQMBDFUIFNCFTJEFUIFJSUISFF

XPVMEDPNF 8PVMECSJOHUIFJSGSJFOETBOEGBN-

UPQQSJPSJUJFT

JMZ w"OEBTUSBXQPMMDBOBMTPCFUBLFOUPIFMQ

t 1FPQMFDBOBMTPCFHJWFOOFHBUJWFWPUFT

EFDJEFPOBOPOFTTFOUJBMRVFTUJPOi)PXNBOZ

BTLFEUPWPUFGPSPSQMBDFSFETUBSTPOBOZ
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JEFBTUIFZIBWFTUSPOHDPODFSOTBCPVUPS

TPNFXIFSFJOCFUXFFO QMBDFZPVSTFMGBMPOHUIF

SFTFSWBUJPOT"HBJO UIJTDBOCFEPOFFJUIFS

JNBHJOBSZMJOFCFUXFFOUIFNTPJGZPVUIJOL

CZDPVOUJOHIBOET PSWJTVBMMZ6TVBMMZXF

JUTBMJUUMFWJPMFOU ZPVECFKVTUQBTUUIFNJEEMF JG

BMMPDBUFGFXFSSFETUBSTUIBOHSFFO GFXFS

ZPVUIJOLJUTNPTUMZOPOWJPMFOU ZPVECFUPXBSE

OFHBUJWFWPUFTUIBOQPTJUJWFPOFT

UIFCBDLUIFSFw

t 8IFOUIFWPUFTBSFUBMMJFEPSUIFTUBSTBSF

8IFOQFPQMFBSFQMBDFE UIFGBDJMJUBUPSJOUFS-

QMBDFE UIFHSPVQDBORVJDLMZTFFXIBUUIF

WJFXTUIFQFSTPOPOFBDIFOE BTLJOH i8IZEJE

UPQQSJPSJUJFTBSF5IFZDBOBMTPTFFXIJDI

ZPVDIPPTFUIBUQPTJUJPO 5FMMVTXIZZPVUIJOL

JEFBTHFOFSBUFUIFNPTUPQQPTJUJPOBOE

UIFBDUJTWJPMFOUPSOPOWJPMFOUw5IFO JOUFSWJFX

DBOFJUIFSSFTPMWFUIFDPODFSOTUIBUBSF

UIFQFSTPOJOUIFNJEEMF'JOBMMZ BTLJGUIFSFBSF

SBJTFEPSESPQUIPTFJEFBT

QPTJUJPOTUIBUIBWFOUCFFOIFBSEZFU

" QSJPSJUZ TFUUJOH QSPDFTT JT PGUFO BO FYDFMMFOUXBZUPGPMMPXBCSBJOTUPSN

Spectrums

5IF GBDJMJUBUPST SFNBJO OFVUSBM  BOE BWPJE
JNQMZJOHCZUPOFPGWPJDFPSCPEZMBOHVBHFUIBU
POF QPTJUJPO JT NPSF SJHIU UIBO BOPUIFS 5IF
HPBMJTOPUUPDPNFVQXJUIBrightBOTXFS CVU

"TQFDUSVNPSTQFDUPHSBNJTBRVJDLXBZUPCSJOH

SBUIFS UP MFBSO XIBU QFPQMF UIJOL  UP EFNPO-

PVUNBOZTJEFTPGBOJTTVF BOEUPHFUQFPQMFVQ

TUSBUF UIBU FWFO QFPQMF XJUI XIPN ZPV NJHIU

PO UIFJS GFFU BOE NPWJOH *O B TQFDUSVN  öSTU

EJTBHSFF IBWF XFMMUIPVHIUPVU QIJMPTPQIJDBM

UXP QPMFT BSF JEFOUJöFE PO PQQPTJUF TJEFT PG

BOETUSBUFHJDQPTJUJPOTPOUIFTFJTTVFT

UIFSPPN BOEQFPQMFBSFBTLFEUPTUBOEVQBOE

0ODF UIF öSTU TQFDUSVN IBT CFFO FTUBC-

QMBDFUIFNTFMWFTBDDPSEJOHUPXIFSFUIFZGBMMJO

MJTIFE  UIF GBDJMJUBUPST NBZ BEE B DSPTTHSJE PG

SFMBUJPOTIJQUPBQBSUJDVMBSTDFOBSJPPSRVFTUJPO

UXPPUIFSPQQPTJOHRVBMJUJFTi0, TUBZJOHXIFSF

"T BO FYBNQMF  XFWF PGUFO VTFE UIJT UFDI-

ZPVBSFPOUIFöSTUMJOF XFSFHPJOHUPBTLZPV

OJRVF JO OPOWJPMFODF USBJOJOH  UP BEESFTT UIF

UP TBZ XIFUIFS ZPV UIJOL UIF XPNBOT BDUJPOT

XJEFWBSJFUZPGPQJOJPOTQFPQMFIPMEBCPVUWJP-

BSFFòFDUJWFPSJOFòFDUJWF)FSFTBCJH&POUIF

MFODFBOEOPOWJPMFODF4PXFNJHIUQVUBCJH7

FBTUXBMMJGZPVUIJOLUIFZBSFIJHIMZFòFDUJWF 

POPOFFOEPGUIFSPPNBOEBO/7POUIFPUIFS 

ZPVENPWFUPXBSEUIJTXBMM"OEIFSFTBCJH*

BOEHJWFQFPQMFBTDFOBSJPi:PVSFJOBEFNPO-

POUIFXFTUXBMMJGZPVUIJOLTIFTUPUBMMZJOFG-

TUSBUJPO BOEBZPVOHXPNBOOFYUUPZPVTUBSUT

GFDUJWF NPWFJOUIBUEJSFDUJPOw

TDSFBNJOHBUUIFDPQTBOEDBMMJOHUIFNQJHT*G

0ODF QFPQMF öOE UIFJS QPTJUJPOT PO UIF

ZPVUIJOLUIBUTSFBMMZWJPMFOU HPTUBOEBHBJOTU

DSPTTHSJE  UIF GBDJMJUBUPS JOUFSWJFXT UIF GPVS

UIF XBMM XJUI UIF 7 *G ZPV UIJOL UIBUT DPN-

DPSOFSTPSUIFDMPTFTUQFPQMFUPUIFDPSOFST

QMFUFMZOPOWJPMFOU TUBOEVOEFSUIF/7*GZPVSF

WJPMFOUFòFDUJWFWJPMFOUJOFòFDUJWFOPOWJPMFOU
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FòFDUJWFOPOWJPMFOUJOFòFDUJWF5IFOUIFZJOUFS-

BWPJEDPOGVTJOHQFPQMF*GZPVBEETVC-

WJFX UIF QFSTPO DMPTFTU UP UIF NJEEMF PG UIF

TFRVFOU RVFTUJPOT  ZPV DBO HP SJHIU UP

HSPVQ5IFZNBZBMTPQPJOUPVUUPUIFHSPVQBTB

UIFDSPTTHSJEBTQFPQMFXJMMIBWFFYQFSJ-

XIPMFUIBUUIFDPOöHVSBUJPOSFQSFTFOUTBWJTVBM

FODFEJUBOELOPXXIBUUPFYQFDU

QJDUVSF PG IPX NVDI TVQQPSU UIFSF JT GPS FBDI
QPTJUJPO

"TQFDUSVNNBZCFVTFEXJUIBTFRVFODFPG
RVFTUJPOT PS TDFOBSJPT UIBU CSJOH PVU EJòFSFOU

7BSJBUJPO 1FPQMF DBO CF BTLFE  BU UIF

BTQFDUTPGBOJTTVF GPSFYBNQMF XFDPVMEGPMMPX

FOE UPQBJSPòXJUITPNFPOFXIPXBT

PVSRVFTUJPOBSPVOEWJPMFODFXJUITFWFSBMPUIFS

PO B EJòFSFOU QPJOU PG UIF TQFDUSVN

TDFOBSJPT UISPXJOH SPDLT BU UIF DPQT  CMPDL-

GSPNUIFN BOEUPUBMLBCPVUUIFJTTVF 

JOH XPSLFST GSPN B DPBM NJOF PS CSFBLJOH UIF

VTJOHBDUJWF MJTUFOJOHUPIFBSUIFPUIFS

XJOEPXT PG B DPSQPSBUF CVJMEJOH 'PSNVMBUJOH

QFSTPOTQPJOUPGWJFX

UIF SJHIU TFRVFODF PG RVFTUJPOT JT LFZ UP IPX

" TQFDUSVN DBO BMTP CF VTFE UP WJTVBMMZ

FòFDUJWFUIFTQFDUSVNXJMMCF5IFRVFTUJPOTPS

NBQPUIFSLJOETPGTQFDUSVNTPGPQJOJPOTi)PX

TDFOBSJPT TIPVME CVJME JO JOUFOTJUZ  TIPVME CF

NVDI PG 3PPU#PVOET CVEHFU TIPVME XF BMMP-

POFTUIBUFMJDJUBCSPBESBOHFPGQPTTJCMFPQJO-

DBUF UP UIF OFX CVJMEJOH QSPKFDU  *G ZPV UIJOL

JPOT BOE QPTJUJPOT BOE XIFSF EJTBHSFFNFOU JT

XFTIPVMEEFWPUFUIFFOUJSFCVEHFU ZPVETUBOE

MJLFMZ"TLJOHUIFHSPVQJGJUUIJOLTCPNCJOHUIF

VOEFSUIFA"MMTJHOPOUIFOPSUIXBMM*GZPVUIJOL

8PSME 5SBEF $FOUFS XBT WJPMFOU PS OPOWJPMFOU

XF TIPVMEOU EFWPUF BOZ NPOFZ UP JU  ZPVE

JT OPU HPJOH UP CSJOH GPSUI NVDI PG B SBOHF PG

TUBOEVOEFSUIFA/POFTJHOPOUIFTPVUIXBMM*G

PQJOJPO"TLJOHXIFUIFSCSFBLJOHBXJOEPXJO

ZPVSF TPNFXIFSF JO CFUXFFO  öOE ZPVS QMBDF

BEFNPOTUSBUJPOJTFòFDUJWFPSOPUXJMMMJLFMZDSF-

POBOJNBHJOBSZMJOFw

BUFBGBSNPSFJOUFSFTUJOHEJTDVTTJPO

4PNFDPOTJEFSBUJPOTJOVTJOHBTQFDUSVN

Fishbowls

7JTVBMMZNBSLJOHUIFQPMFTJOTPNFXBZ

"öTICPXMNFBOTQMBDJOHBTNBMMHSPVQPGQFP-

JTWFSZIFMQGVM*UTTVSQSJTJOHIPXRVJDLMZ

QMF XIP DBSSZ PO B EJTDVTTJPO JO UIF DFOUFS PG

QFPQMFDBOGPSHFUXIJDIXBMMSFQSFTFOUT

UIFSPPN XIJMFPUIFSQFPQMFTJUJOBMBSHFSDJSDMF

XIJDIQPTJUJPO

BSPVOE UIFN BOE MJTUFO5IFSF BSF NBOZ WBSJB-

5IFTQFDUSVNJTFBTJFSUPEPUIBOUP
FYQMBJO TPCFDBSFGVMUPLFFQJOTUSVDUJPOT

UJPOTPOUIFöTICPXM

TJNQMFBOEDMFBS*OUIFöSTUSPVOE TUBSU

A Selected Fishbowl

XJUIPOFMJOFBOEHFUUIFQSPDFTTFTUBC-

" öTICPXM DBO CF B XBZ GPS B TNBMM HSPVQ

MJTIFECFGPSFZPVBEEUIFDSPTTHSJE UP

XIPJTFTQFDJBMMZJOWFTUFEJOBOJTTVFUPIPMEB
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EJTDVTTJPOXIJMFUIFMBSHFSHSPVQXBUDIFT5IF

TVDDFTTGVMMZJOBNFEJBUJPOCFUXFFOTFMGJEFOUJ-

öTICPXMNFNCFSTBSFTFMFDUFEGSPNUIPTFXIP

öFEBOBSDIJTUTBOEiQFBDFQFPQMFwJOBOBOUJXBS

BSF NPTU JOWPMWFE JO UIF QSPKFDU PS FNCSPJMFE

PSHBOJ[BUJPO&BDIHSPVQIBTBDIBODFUPTQFBL

JO UIF DPOøJDU 5IJT GPSN JT VTFGVM XIFO TPNF

GSPNUIFIFBSUBOECFXJUOFTTFEXJUIPVUCFJOH

QFPQMFIBWFBMPUPGJOGPSNBUJPO FYQFSJFODFPS

BSHVFEXJUIPSBUUBDLFE

JOUFSQFSTPOBM EZOBNJDT UIBU PUIFST NJHIU OPU
TIBSF

Role-Plays
3PMFQMBZTBSFNPSFHFOFSBMMZVTFEJOUSBJOJOHT

A Fishbowl With an Open Seat

UIBOJOEFDJTJPONBLJOHNFFUJOHT CVUUIFZDBO

"öTICPXMNBZIBWFBOPQFOTFBU TPXIPFWFS

TPNFUJNFTCFVTFGVMCZMFUUJOHBHSPVQQMBZPVU

XJTIFT UP DBO TUFQ JO BOE KPJO UIF EJTDVTTJPO 

QPTTJCJMJUJFT5IFZBSFHFOFSBMMZMJWFMZBOENPSF

XJUI UIF VOEFSTUBOEJOH UIBU PUIFST XJMM TUFQ

GVOUIBOTJUUJOHTUJMMBOEEJTDVTTJOHBOJTTVF

PVU BT UIFZ IBWF NBEF UIFJS QPJOUT " selected

3PMFQMBZT DBO BMTP CF VTFE GPS QSBDUJDF JO

fishbowl NBZ PQFO B TFBU BGUFS UIF PSJHJOBM

QSFQBSJOHGPSBEJóDVMUTJUVBUJPO PSJOGPSNVMBU-

QBSUJDJQBOUTIBWFTIBSFEFOPVHISFMFWBOUJOGPS-

JOHQMBOT TUSBUFHJFTBOESFTQPOTFT'PSFYBNQMF 

NBUJPOXJUIUIFMBSHFSHSPVQ5IJTGPSNJTVTFGVM

B NFEJB UFBN NJHIU SPMFQMBZ BO JOUFSWJFX UP

UPBMMPXNPSFGSFFSBOHJOH JOEFQUIEJTDVTTJPO

QSFQBSFGPSBOBQQFBSBODFPOBUBMLTIPX5IFSF

PGBOJTTVFPSBDPOøJDUUIBODBOIBQQFOJOUIF

BSF B OVNCFS PG EJòFSFOU XBZT UP TUSVDUVSF

MBSHFHSPVQBTBXIPMF

SPMFQMBZT

An Alternating Fishbowl
"QBSUJDVMBSTVCHSPVQNBZCFBTLFEUPCFJOUIF
DFOUFSBOEUPTQFBLBCPVUUIFJSFYQFSJFODFT BT
PUIFST MJTUFO 'PS FYBNQMF  UIF XPNFO NJHIU
TQFBL BCPVU IPX UIFZ GFFM JO UIF HSPVQ "GUFS
UIFJS SPVOE  UIFZ XPVME TUFQ CBDL BOE MFU UIF
NFODPNFUPUIFDFOUFSBOETQFBLBCPVUUIFJS
FYQFSJFODF " UIJSE SPVOE DPVME IBQQFO GPS
UIPTFXIPBSFRVFTUJPOJOHHFOEFS3PPU#PVOE
NJHIUVTFBöTICPXMUPMFUMPOHUJNFNFNCFST
TQFBL BOE CF XJUOFTTFE CZ OFXDPNFST UIFO
UVSO UIF UBCMF BOE MFU OFX NFNCFST TQFBL
BT PMEUJNFST MJTUFO *WF VTFE UIJT UFDIOJRVF

Hassle Lines
" IBTTMF MJOF JT B TJNQMJöFE SPMFQMBZ5XP MJOFT
BSF GPSNFE  GBDJOH POF BOPUIFS &BDI MJOF JT
HJWFOBQBSUJDVMBSSPMFGPSFYBNQMF UIFMJOFPO
UIF MFGU JT BTLFE UP CF NFNCFST PG UIF HFOFSBM
QVCMJD  UIF MJOF PO UIF SJHIU JT BTLFE UP CF DMJNBUFDIBOHFBDUJWJTUTUSZJOHUPQFSTVBEFQFPQMF
UP KPJO B NBSDI )BTTMF MJOFT BSF PGUFO VTFE JO
OPOWJPMFODFUSBJOJOH UPCSJOHPVUXBZTUIBUWFSCBMMBOHVBHFBOECPEZMBOHVBHFDBOFTDBMBUFPS
EFFTDBMBUFBDPOøJDU
)BTTMFMJOFTIBWFUISFFHSPVOESVMFT
t 0OMZJOUFSBDUXJUIZPVSQBSUOFS
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t %POUXBMLBXBZGSPNUIFJOUFSBDUJPOEPOU
QMBZTPNFPOFTPEJTJOUFSFTUFEUIBUUIFZ
TJNQMZNPWFPO4UBZXJUIJU
t /PQIZTJDBMWJPMFODF
5IFGBDJMJUBUPSTNBLFUIFHSPVQBXBSFPGBO
FOETJHOBM GPSFYBNQMFi8IFO*IPPUMJLFBOPXM 
UIBUT UJNF UP CF TJMFOUw5IFZ DBMMi(Pw BOE HJWF
UIF HSPVQ UJNF UP JOUFSBDU  B TIPSU UJNF  OPU
NPSFUIBOUXPUPöWFNJOVUFT5IFZHJWFUIFFOE
TJHOBM UIFOEFCSJFGUIFHSPVQ4PNFVTFGVMRVFTUJPOTNJHIUCF

1SFQBSF BOZ QSPQT PS DPTUVNFT UIBU NJHIU CF
VTFGVMPSIFMQGVM
&TUBCMJTITBGFUZ"TLJGQFPQMFIBWFQIZTJDBM
DPOTJEFSBUJPOT UIBU NJHIU NBLF UIFN WVMOFSBCMF UP CFJOH KPTUMFE PS LOPDLFE BSPVOE  BOE
BTTJHOUIFNSPMFTUIBUPòFSQSPUFDUJPO
$SFBUFBsafe wordBXPSEQFPQMFDBOTBZ
JG UIFZ XBOU UP TUPQ XIBUFWFS JT IBQQFOJOH UP
UIFN
&TUBCMJTIBstop wordPSTPVOEUIFGBDJMJUBUPS
XJMMVTFUPFOEPSGSFF[FUIFSPMFQMBZ
(JWF JOTUSVDUJPOT .BLF UIFN TJNQMF BOE

t )PXEJEJUGFFMUPCFJOZPVSSPMF

DMFBS BOENBLFTVSFFWFSZPOFVOEFSTUBOETUIF

t 8IBUEJEZPVSQBSUOFSEPUIBUXBTFòFDUJWF

TDFOBSJP

t 8IBUDPVMEUIFZIBWFEPOFEJòFSFOUMZUIBU
NJHIUIBWFXPSLFECFUUFS

#FHJO UIF SPMFQMBZ BOE MFU JU HP PO MPOH
FOPVHIUPEFWFMPQTPNFDPNQMFYJUZHFOFSBMMZBUMFBTUUPNJOVUFT PSMPOHFS

5IFO TXJUDI  BOE MFU FBDI TJEF UBLF UIF
PQQPTJUF SPMF  PS TPNF TJNJMBS SPMF5IF GPSNFS
BDUJWJTUTCFDPNFUIFHFOFSBMQVCMJD BOEUIFGPSNFS QVCMJD CFDPNF BDUJWJTUT "HBJO  HJWF UIFN
UJNFUPSVOUIFTDFOBSJP UIFOTUPQBOEEFCSJFG
8JUI IBTTMF MJOFT  BT XJUI PUIFS GPSNT PG
SPMFQMBZT UIFSFBMMFBSOJOHDPNFTGSPNUIFEJTDVTTJPOBGUFSXBSET

Extended Role-Plays
8IFO B HSPVQ JT QMBOOJOH B EJSFDU BDUJPO PS

4UPQUIFSPMFQMBZ BOEEFCSJFG BTLJOH
t 8IBUIBQQFOFE
t 8IBUEJEZPVEP /PUEP
t )PXEJEZPVGFFMJOZPVSSPMF
t 8IBUDIPJDFTXFSFNBEF 
t 8IBUDPVMEIBWFCFFOEPOFEJòFSFOUMZ
t 8IBUIBWFXFMFBSOFE 
"HBJO UIFSFBMMFBSOJOHDPNFTGSPNUIFEJTDVTTJPOBOESFøFDUJPOBGUFSXBSET

B DPNQMFY FWFOU  UBLJOH UJNF UP SFIFBSTF CZ

Energy Shifters: Games, Songs, Breaks

QMBZJOH JU PVU NBZ CF UJNF XFMM TQFOU *O TFU-

'BDJMJUBUPSTNBZTVHHFTUTPNFUIJOHUPXBSNVQ

UJOHVQBSPMFQMBZ UIJOLBIFBEPGUJNFPGXIBU

UIFHSPVQPSUPSFMFBTFUFOTJPO"TPOHDBOCSJOH

SPMFT NJHIU CF VTFGVM PS SFRVJSFE GPS FYBNQMF 

B HSPVQ UPHFUIFS  PS B NJOVUF EBODF CSFBL

XPSLFST  CMPDLBEFST  QPMJDF  CZTUBOEFST  NFEJB

2VJDL OPODPNQFUJUJWFHBNFTDBOJMMVTUSBUFLFZ
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DPODFQUTPSIFMQQFPQMFHFUUPLOPXPOFBOPUIFS

BOENBEFUIFTBNFNJTUBLFT UBLFTTPNFPGUIF

" TIPSU EBODF CSFBL DBO HFU QFPQMF NPWJOH 

TUJOH PVU 4PNF QFPQMF IBWF B OBUVSBM HJGU GPS

SFMJFWFUFOTJPOBOECVJMEHSPVQDPIFTJPO

IVNPS BOEXIFOUIFZCSJOHJU JOUPUIFJSGBDJMJ-

#SFBLTBSFJNQPSUBOUJONFFUJOHT/PUPOMZ
EP UIFZ HJWF QFPQMF B DIBODF UP SFMJFWF UIFJS

UBUJPO JO UIF SJHIU XBZ  NFFUJOHT DBO CFDPNF
NVDINPSFMJWFMZBOEQMFBTVSBCMF

CMBEEFST TUPLFVQUIFJSCMPPETVHBSBOEDBòFJOF

)FSFT BO FYBNQMF GSPN NBTUFS USBJOFS

MFWFMT BOE NPWF BSPVOE  CVU UIFZ BMTP QSPWJEF

(FPSHF -BLFZ BCPVU IPX IF FòFDUJWFMZ VTFE

BOPQQPSUVOJUZGPSUIFJOGPSNBMEJTDVTTJPOUIBU

IVNPS XJUI B HSPVQ JO 3VTTJB TIPSUMZ BGUFS UIF

PGUFO NPWFT BO JTTVF GPSXBSE 'BDJMJUBUPST BOE

GBMMPGUIF4PWJFU6OJPO

WJCFTXBUDIFST QBZ BUUFOUJPO UP CPEZ MBOHVBHF
BOE FOFSHZ MFWFMT UIBU JOEJDBUF XIFO B CSFBL

* DPVME UFMM  UIPVHI  UIBU NPTU QBSUJDJ-

NJHIUCFOFFEFE

QBOUT IBE BNCJWBMFOU GFFMJOHT BCPVU

Humor

MFBSOJOH EFNPDSBUJD QSBDUJDF 0O UIF
POF IBOE  UIFZ XFSF FBHFS UP QVU

)VNPS DBO CF B XPOEFSGVM UPPM GPS TIJGUJOH

UIF CBE PME EBZT PG 4UBMJOJTN BOE UIF

HSPVQ FOFSHJFT  XIFO VTFE TFOTJUJWFMZ 0VS

#SF[IOFWTUBHOBUJPOCFIJOEUIFN XJUI

BCJMJUZUPMBVHIBUPVSTFMWFTDBOIFMQVTöOEQFS-

JUTDPSSVQUJPO QPXFSPWFS BOEQSFUFOTF

TQFDUJWFBOEDBOFBTFQBJOGVMTJUVBUJPOT

PGEFNPDSBDZ0OUIFPUIFSIBOE NBOZ

)VNPS DBO BMTP CF EFTUSVDUJWF BOE EJTBT-

GFMU TPNF IVNJMJBUJPO  MPTJOH TUBUVT JO

USPVT5IFXSPOHLJOEPGIVNPSDBOCFBWFIJDMF

UIFXPSMEPGOBUJPOTXIJMFUIFEZTGVOD-

GPS SBDJTN  TFYJTN BOE PUIFS GPSNT PG BUUBDL

UJPO PG UIFJS DPVOUSZ XBT FYQPTFE:FT 

)VNPSUIBUSJEJDVMFTPUIFSQFPQMFPSSFKPJDFTJO

UIFZ XBOUFE UP MFBSO IPX UP QSBDUJDF

UIFJS IVNJMJBUJPOT JT OPU BQQSPQSJBUF JO DPMMBC-

HFOVJOFEFNPDSBDZ CVUIPXDPVMEUIFZ

PSBUJWF HSPVQT  BOE DFSUBJOMZ TIPVME OFWFS CF

LOPXJUXJMMXPSLJOUIFJSDVMUVSF

JOEVMHFEJOCZGBDJMJUBUPSTJOBNFFUJOH)VNPSBU

8F EJEOU IBWF UIF DPOUBJOFS ZFU

UIFFYQFOTFPGHSPVQTXIPIBWFIJTUPSJDBMMZCFFO

UIBU XPVME TVQQPSU EJSFDU XPSL PO UIF

PQQSFTTFEJTTJNQMZIPTUJMJUZUIJOMZEJTHVJTFE

BNCJWBMFODF CVUJUXPVMECFGPPMJTIPG

#VUUIFUZQFPGIVNPSUIBUEPFTXPSLBSJTFT

NZ3VTTJBODPMMFBHVFTBOENFUPJHOPSF

XIFOXFSFDPHOJ[FBTIBSFEUSVUI8IFO*GBDJMJ-

UIFSFTJTUBODFUPMFBSOJOHUIBUXBTQSFT-

UBUFBHSPVQBOECSJOHJOTPNFPGUIFFYBNQMFT

FOU5IF QBSUJDJQBOUT OFFEFE UP SFMFBTF

GSPNNZFYQFSJFODF QFPQMFPGUFOMBVHICFDBVTF

GFFMJOHT TPPO)PX

UIFZSFDPHOJ[FUIFJSPXOTUPSJFT,OPXJOHUIBU

* UVSOFE UP UIF (PMVCLB DPMMFD-

PUIFST IBWF GBDFE UIF TBNF QSPCMFNT XF GBDF 

UJWF i-FUT EP B TLJU XJUI UXP QBSUT w *
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TVHHFTUFEi:PVTJUJOUIFNJEEMFPGUIF

PòFSJOHNFEJUBUJPOTPSHVJEFEWJTVBMJ[BUJPOTDBO

DJSDMF  MJLF B öTICPXM UIBU QBSUJDJQBOUT

BMM CF XBZT B HSPVQ NBZ DPNF DMPTFS UPHFUIFS

DBOPCTFSWF*O1BSU0OF *EMJLFZPVUP

BOEDPOOFDUPOBEFFQFSMFWFM

NJNJD UIF GFBUVSFT PG UIF XPSTU NFFU-

#FDBVTF *WF XSJUUFO TP FYUFOTJWFMZ JO TP

JOHT ZPVWF FWFS BUUFOEFE *G QFPQMF

NBOZCPPLTPOUIJTTVCKFDU *NOPUHPJOHUPHP

TUBSU UP MBVHI  FYBHHFSBUF TPNF NPSF

UPPEFFQMZJOUPJUIFSF*TVHHFTUUIBUNZFBSMJFS

:PV EP OFFE UP CF TFSJPVT BOE TUBZ JO

CPPL Truth or Dare NBLFT B HPPE DPNQBOJPO

DIBSBDUFS5IFNPSFUIFZMBVHI UIFCFU-

WPMVNFJOUIJTBSFB15

UFS5IFO JO 1BSU5XP  TIPX UIFN XIBU

*GBHSPVQJTOPUPQFOUPBOZUIJOHJUDPOTJE-

B HFOVJOFMZ EFNPDSBUJD HSPVQ QSPDFTT

FSTSFMJHJPVT XPPXPPPSUPPFNCBSSBTTJOH JUT

MPPLTMJLF5IFOXFMMEFCSJFG0, w

CFTU OPU UP GPSDF TVDI UIJOHT VQPO UIFN #VU

5IF 3VTTJBO QBSUJDJQBOUT OFBSMZ GFMM

UIFSF BSF XBZT UP TVCUMZ CSJOH JO UIBU TFOTF PG

PòUIFJSDIBJSTMBVHIJOHXIFOUIFZTBX

EFFQFOFE IFBSU DPOOFDUJPO BOE DPNNJUNFOU

B MJGFUJNF PG QBJOGVM NFFUJOHT VOSPMM

"TPOHPSQPFNNJHIUCFHJOBNFFUJOH1FPQMF

CFGPSF UIFJS FZFT .Z (PMVCLB GSJFOET

NJHIUCFBTLFEUPOBNFPOFUIJOHUIFZEFFQMZ

XFSF CPSO DPNFEJBOT  BOE UIFZ QMBZFE

DBSF BCPVU  POF UIJOH UIBU LFFQT UIFN HPJOH

JUUPUIFIJMU"GUFS1BSU5XP XFEFCSJFGFE

PSUPTIBSFBNPNFOUUIBUJOTQJSFEUIFNUPEP

GPS UIF EJòFSFODFT  XIJDI BMMPXFE UIF

UIF XPSL "OZUIJOH UIBU FODPVSBHFT QFPQMF UP

HSPVQUPSFUVSOBHBJOBOEBHBJOUPUIF

TQFBLGSPNUIFEFQUITPGUIFJSFNPUJPOTBOEUP

GVOOJFTU QBSUT PG 1BSU 0OF  XJUI GSFTI

MJTUFOUPPOFBOPUIFSXJUISFTQFDUBOEDPNQBT-

HBMFTPGMBVHIUFS

TJPODBOMJOLVTUPUIFTQJSJUVBM

5IF EJTDIBSHF PG GFFMJOHT PQFOFE

*OEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFTBOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOT

UIF XBZ UP B IJHIJNQBDU XPSLTIPQ

BMNPTUBMXBZTCFHJOUIFJSXPSLXJUIQSBZFS DFS-

5IF XFUFZFE IJMBSJUZ PG UIPTF .PTDPX

FNPOZ  UIBOLTHJWJOH BOE PòFSJOHT 4PNFUJNFT

QBSUJDJQBOUT NBEF TQBDF GPS TPNFUIJOH

QFPQMF XIP SFTJTU TQJSJUVBMJUZ GSPN UIFJS QFFST

OFX BOEUIFZFBHFSMZUSJFEPVUQSBDUJDFT

XJMM BDDFQU JU XIFO JU DPNFT GSPN BOPUIFS DVM-

JO UIF XPSLTIPQ UIBU NJHIU TVQQPSU

UVSF*UDBOCFBHFTUVSFPGSFTQFDUUPBTLBOFMEFS

EFNPDSBDZ14

PGUIFJOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFPGUIFMBOEUPPQFOB

Spirit in Meetings
.BOZTQJSJUVBMUFDIOJRVFTDBOCFIFMQGVMJONFFUJOHT  JG QFPQMF BSF PQFO UP UIFN (SPVOEJOH 
DFOUFSJOH  TJOHJOH  IPMEJOH IBOET JO DJSDMF 

NFFUJOH PS B DPOGFSFODF  JU DBO BMTP CF EJTSFTQFDUGVM UPLFOJTN JG UIBU DPNNVOJUZ JT OPU B
NFBOJOHGVMQBSUPGUIFXPSLCFJOHEPOF
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RIGHT AGENDA
The agenda is the design for a meeting. A facilitator who plans an agenda is a
designer, an artist. Like a novel or a film, a meeting must have pace, drama, variety and an arc of excitement. A good meeting will have use a variety of tools and
processes to keep participants engaged, reach a climax and find a resolution.

Collecting Agenda Items
In small, informal groups, people sometimes craft an agenda on the spot, calling for items of discussion, writing them up and then assigning them an order.
Informality and spontaneity can work well when a group knows one another and
engages in ongoing work together. But for larger, infrequent or crucial meetings,
facilitators generally like to have time to prepare, to consider what’s on the agenda
and how best to facilitate it.
Agenda items can be collected at the end of a meeting to be placed on the table
at the next meeting. They can also be solicited ahead of time by e-mail, in person
or through phone calls. Room can always be left for unexpected items or issues
that suddenly arise.
Tools and Times
Once the agenda items are collected, facilitators look them over and consider how
best to approach each issue. How best can each topic be facilitated? Is it a simple
report, that just needs a few moments to be made and for questions to be asked? Is
it a potential hot-button, controversial item, like the issue of new rules for membership? Does it need a decision? If so, is this is the meeting to present the item,
discuss or attempt to come to consensus upon it? Does it, perhaps, call for some
other approach, perhaps a feeling-sharing round with a talking stick to honor the
death of a member, or a brainstorm followed by a priority-setting process to come
up with our goals for the next year?
When the facilitators have considered which tools to use for each topic, they may
also assign rough times. Will this report need five minutes, or is it confusing and
complex and may need more time? How long should we allow for this discussion?
Be sure to also assign some time for unexpected items that may emerge.
Ordering the Agenda
Once the items are collected and rough times are assigned, the facilitators put the
items into an order. In setting the agenda, I think about:
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Logic
Are there certain items that need to come first so that we can understand other
items. For example, do we need to hear the financial report before we can discuss
next year’s budget?
Energy Flow
Do we want to take several short items first, to build momentum, or are they
likely to drain energy before we get to the big, controversial issue? Can we follow
a dense, technical discussion with something fun and active? When will we need
breaks and for how long? In setting times, remember that there is no such thing,
in reality, as a 5-minute break. A 5-minute break takes at least 10 to 15 minutes.
Count on it.
Time Stress
If there are crucial items that need to be addressed, or big controversies waiting
to happen, I place them early on the agenda to avoid running into a huge time
crunch if we wait to address them until the end. I don’t put them first, because
I like the group to have something simple to connect around before they tackle
a difficult issue, but I might put them second or third. Given the opportunity,
people will tend to avoid conflict by spinning out discussion on other minor
issues beforehand. So take on the big ones when people are relatively fresh, still
have energy and when the end of the meeting is not looming.

Beginning the Meeting
Just as a movie generally starts with the titles, a meeting generally starts with a
welcome, some form of introductions and a review of the agenda.
Welcome
The welcome is generally quick, but it sets the tone for the meeting. The facilitator may welcome people, or a member of the group. A warm, cheery welcome can
help people feel comfortable and appreciated. Here’s how George Lakey welcomes
a group:

I want to welcome you to this workshop. I’d like to welcome those of
you who came from a distance to be here, and also welcome those who
live nearby. Welcome to the youngest participants here — what, are you
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teens? Welcome! And welcome also to those of you in your twenties,
and in your thirties, and your forties, and fifties, and sixties, and seventies! Welcome if this is your first workshop of this kind, and welcome if
you’ve done this kind of thing before.
Welcome if you are 100% enthusiastic and glad to be here, and welcome if you feel a pull not to be here because of other things on you right
now. I’d like to welcome you if you are a Native American, or African
American, and if you’re Asian Pacific American, and also if you’re from a
Latin background, and also if you’re European American — all of you are
welcome here. Welcome to those of you who are female, and the males,
and welcome to you if the usual gender categories don’t work for you.
Welcome if you have a lot of schooling in your background, and welcome
if you haven’t done much with school — everyone belongs here. Welcome
to the lesbians here, and the gay men, and bisexuals and queers, and those
whose sexuality doesn’t label easily, and welcome also to heterosexuals.
I’d like to welcome those with hidden disabilities as well as those
whose disabilities are apparent. There’s a lot of diversity here, and I’d
like to welcome those parts of ourselves which might show up in this
workshop: the sad parts, the cheerful parts, the anger and despair, the
hopefulness, the silliness and the solemn parts — we can be ourselves
here. Are there aspects of our diversity that I’ve left out? [Include what’s
suggested from participants.]
Yes, and finally I’d like to welcome the ancestors who lived in this
land where we are just now. The indigenous people whose homeland
we’re sitting in just now; I’d like to acknowledge them and welcome
their spirits to this place. Thank you.16
Icebreaker, Spiritual Moment or Cultural Offering

Some facilitators start with a game or a ‘light and lively’ to connect people and set
a friendly tone for the meeting. Some groups like to begin with a song, a meditation, a poem or some other cultural offering.
Introductions/Check-In

In a new group or a public meeting, the facilitators may want to allow time for
people to introduce themselves. This can be done in many ways.
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A Round of Introductions
If the group is around 50 people or less, we might go around the circle and have
people say their name and where they are from.
If the group is 20 or less, we might ask people to say one quick thing they
would like people to know about them.
If the group is 15 or less, we might ask people why they came and what they
hope to get from the meeting, or something similar.
If the group is 10 or less, we can ask people to introduce themselves more fully.
Introductions in Pairs
People are asked to pair off with someone they don’t know, and they’re given time
to introduce themselves. Then each person is asked to introduce their partner to
the group, sharing one interesting thing they learned about their partner. This
works well in groups of up to around 30 people. In larger groups, people can still
be asked to pair off and introduce themselves, but partners might be asked simply
to name their partner or to create a one or two-word adjective to describe them.
Step in/Step Out
This is a relatively quick way people in larger groups can get to know something
about one another. The group stands in a circle. People are given the opportunity
to step forward and say their name and one thing they would like people to know
about them, or to connect around: for example, “My name is Starhawk, and I am
fascinated by groups and meetings.” Other people who share that fascination step
into the circle, and we can look around and see who we are.
Then we step out, and someone else steps in. This exercise rapidly builds some
group bonds and allows people to find others who share their interests.
Check-Ins
In ongoing groups where people know one another, the meeting may begin with
a time for everyone to check in, to say a bit about how their life is going and to
make others aware of factors that might affect their participation. This process can
get long, but it can be a way even a work-focused group builds deeper and richer
connections. For me, it’s often the part of the meeting I most enjoy. Following the
lives, the triumphs and setbacks of my fellow members is more fun than following
a really good series on TV, and it keeps us coming back. A check-in allows us to
be seen as whole people.
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Weather Reports
When a group is larger, or when time does not allow for a full check-in, a group
may choose to do a weather report. If the way you feel right now, we ask, were a
state of the weather, what would it be? Rainy? Sunny? Foggy? Stormy? In one or
two words, we can get a quick picture of everyone’s state of mind.
Agenda Review

After people have introduced themselves and checked in, the facilitator presents
the agenda to the group. Ideally, it is written up or printed out so each person can
see. This is also the time to ask for additional items. As noted above, I’m not a fan
of group-created agendas done on the spot, or of spending group time arguing
about whether to give an item 10 minutes or 15. I prefer the facilitators to do that
work and simply ask for the group’s approval and permission.

Running the Meeting
Once the agenda is approved, dive in to the first item. The timekeeper should
alert people when the end of the allotted time for each item approaches. The
facilitator keeps the group on track, the vibeswatcher keeps alert for emotional
needs and the recorder takes notes.
Ending the Meeting
Ending Tasks
When the agenda is complete, or the ending time reached, the facilitator makes
sure certain tasks are done:

t A date for the next meeting is set or a process is created to set one.
t The recorder has made note of any decisions that have been made.
t The group has asked, “Who else needs to be informed of what has happened at
this meeting? Who is going to communicate to them, how, and by when? How
will we know when that has been done?”
Evaluation

Groups may wish to hold a short evaluation of the meeting itself, to celebrate its
accomplishments and to learn from any mistakes. The facilitator may call for a
short round, popcorn or open discussion on three questions:
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t What worked well?
t What could have worked better?
t What have we learned?
Closing

If the meeting has begun with prayer, ceremony or spiritual connection, some
form of benediction should be used to close it. Alternatively, a song, poem or
cultural offering can end a meeting. (But when time gets tight and the guitarist
gets pushed off the agenda, hurt feelings may result.) A dance break, a drum circle
or a simple ritual can also create a closing. One group I know all rub their hands
together and then on a count of three, clap in unison — a very simple but effective ritual of unity.

THE FIVE-FOLD PATH
Meetings: love them, hate them, but the work of the world cannot get done
without them. The time, thought, effort and training we invest on making our
meetings positive and productive will be well-rewarded by greater connection,
satisfaction and productivity throughout our organizations.
Right people, right container, right process, right facilitation, right agenda —
get these all right, and meetings will flow smoothly, be lively and vibrant and serve
the work of the group. We cannot change the world alone, and when we ally with
others, the attention and care we invest in how we work together will strengthen
our effectiveness and expand our vision.
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